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ABSTRACT 

This thesis deals with the important issue of 

the elasticity of saving with respect to the interest rate. 

Michael Boskin, and more recently, Lawrence Summers, have 

argued that saving is much more ,interest-elastic than 

economists have generally believed, and as a consequence, 

that the dynamic efficiency losses from capital income 

taxation are much higher than they were previously thought 

to be. In Summers' life-cycle simulation model an 

increase in the interest rate depresses the present value 

of future labour income and this leads to declines in the 

consumption of younger cohorts, more saving, and a higher 

capital stock. These results are established with aCES 

utility function. I argue that it is reasonable to intro

duce minimum consumption levels into the model and that 

when this is done, younger cohorts do not decrease their 

consumption by as much in response to an interest rate 

increase. I show that the interest elasticity of saving 

is significantly reduced and may even be negative. 

In his analysis, Summers assumed an inelastic 

labour supply. I have relaxed this assumption by allow

ing both consumption and leisure to be decision variables 

of the individual. For a Cobb-Douglas utility function, 

I find the interest elasticity of saving to b~ 0.008, 

compared to 3.36 reported by Summers. Noreover, when a 

lower bound is imposed on consumption, the interest 

elasticity becomes negative. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest elasticity of the aggregate 

saving rate is a key parameter for a number of 

important questions concerning the government's 

influence on capital formation. Implicitly, policy

makers rely heavily on the magnitude of this parameter 

to address questions regarding the desirability of 

capital income taxation and to assess the welfare 

implications of such a measure. For instance, if 

saving were very interest-elastic, shifting away from 

capital income taxation would lead to significant 

increase in capital formation. 

Economists agree on the importance of the 

parameter and it has been given considerable attention 

in the literature. However, attempts at empirical 

estimation have produced conflicting results and made 

the interest elasticity of saving issue a controversial 

one. One controversy centers on whether the magnitude 

of the response of aggregate saving to changes in the 

interest rate is high or low. Depending on the answer 

to this question, policies are formulated which could 



have very important implications for capital formation 

and therefore for economic growth. 

Prior to the publication of Boskin's (1978) 

controversial paper, most economists concluded that 

the interest elasticity of saving was likely to be small. 

Boskin estimated the parameter and reported a value of 

0.4. His result was considered to be high, and since 

then the p rofession has moved away from a consensus 

view on this issue. Howrey and Hymans (1978) questioned 

Boskin's finding and using econometric estimation 

methods, demonstrated that his result is far from 

being robust. 

In a challenge to the widely held view that 

the elasticity is low, Summers (1981) claimed to have 

formulated a realistic life-cycle model y ielding a 

large and positive interest elasticity of saving. 

There are major differences between Summers' study and 

the previous studies. First, he used a multi-period 

life-cycle model to address the issue, in contrast 

to the static framework adopted by other authors. 

Second, he employed a simulation approach instead of 

e c onometric estimation t o obta in the v alue o f the 

elas t icity p a r ame t e r. His fin d ing s are much high e r tha n 

those reported by Bosk in. 



Keeping the utility function employed by 

Summers, Evans (1983) showed that with negative time 

preferences, the interest elasticities are far lower. 

Furthermore, incorporating intergenerational transfers 

into Summers' model, he demonstrated that negative 

elasticities cannot be ruled out on a priori grounds. 

On this basis, Evans argued that Summers' findings were 

not robust. 

The studies by Summers and Evans are rooted 

in the standard homothetic utility function, and in that 

regard they are identical. However, the 'true' utility 

function underlying the preferences of the individual 

is not known with any degree of certainty and therefore 

must be selected arbitrarily from the many possible 

functional forms of utility functions that exist in the 

literature. It is therefore reasonable to employ alter

native functional forms of the utility function in 

considering the issue of the interest elasticity of 

saving. In the present study, I suggested a quasi

homothetic CES utility function which is more general 

than the standard homothetic CES function employed by 

the foregoing authors in addressing the same issue,. 

This thesis questions the claim put forward 
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by Surruners that "the theory when formulated realistically, 



implies interest elasticities well in excess of unity" 

(1981, p. 534). To examine this claim, first I replaced 

the standard homotheticity assumption adopted by Summers 

with a quasi-homotheticity assumption. My results clearly 

show that the claim does not stand up in the face of this 

change. Second, I relaxed the assumption of inelastic 

labour supply in allowing for consumption-leisure choice 

in a Stone-Geary utility function. In this setting, the 

interest elasticity is found to be much lower than the 

one reported by Summers. This demonstrates that the claim 

is not only sensitive to functional specification of the 

utility function but also to the assumption underlying 

labour supply. 

The structure of the thesis is as follows. In 

chapter 2, I present reviews of some selected literature 

on the interest elasticity of saving. In chapter 3, a 

theoretical life-cycle model based on a quasi-homothetic 

utility function is developed. Simulation results based 

on the theoretical model are reported and discussed in 

chapter 4. The assumption of inelastic labour supply 

is then relaxed and the resulting alternative theoretical 

model and some simulation results based upon it are 

discussed in chapter 5. Finally, in chapter 6, a 

summary of the key findings of the thesis is provided and 

possible extensions of the present study are indicated. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE ON 

THE INTEREST ELASTICITY OF SAVING 

The important role of aggregate saving ln 

determing the long-run growth of the economy has long 

been recognized by economists. The effect of a change 

in the after-tax real interest rate on saving has 

attracted much attention primarily because the interest 

elasticity of saving has important policy implications. 

However, the empirical literature, reveals that the 

interest elasticity of saving is very controversial and 

far from being settled. 

Section 2.1 of this chapter presents historical 

perspectives on the relationship between the interest 

rate and saving. Empirical evidence on the interest elas

ticity of the saving parameter is surveyed in Section 2.2. 

possible sources of empirical inconsistencies are noted 

in Section 2.3. Selected econometric studies of saving, 

including those bf Boskin (1978), Carlino (1983) and 

zietz (1984), are discussed in Section 2.4. 
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2.1 PREVIOUS STUDIES OF SAVING BEHAVIOUR 

There have been only a few empirical studies 

that have attempted to deal with the role of interest 

rate in aggregate consumption and saving behaviour. 

This was primarily due to the fact that the effect of 

the interest rate on aggregate consumption was considered 

to be insignificant, and as a result empirical work on 

saving focused on estimating the Keynesian-type of 

consumption function. In this context the inclusion of 

the interest rate as a variable in the aggregate consump-

tion function appeared unnecessary or unrealistic • . 

Keynes, in The General Theory of Employment, Interest 

and Money, hoted 

••. the main conclusion suggested by 
experience ... that the short-period 
influence of the rate of interest on 
individual spending out of a given 
income is secondary and relatively 
unimportant, except, perhaps, where 
unusually large changes are in question. 

(Keynes, 1963, p. 94) 

Recently, however, empirical studies have 

led to the realization that the interest rate may 

indeed be a significant variable in determining 

aggregate consumption. Researchers have examined the 

effect of the interest rate on consumption employing 
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one or more of the following interest rate definitions: 

a nominal interest rate, a nominal net-of-tax rate, a 

real rate and a real net-of-tax rate. 

The models that are used to study the role 

of the interest rate in the determination of aggregate 

consumption or saving can be broadly divided into two 

categories. The first category specifies an aggregate 

consumption or saving function at one stage of the 

analysis and employs econometric methods to estimate it. 

The studies in this category include those of Hamburger 

(1967), Wright (1967, 1969) I Houthakker-Taylor (1970), 

Taylor (1971), Heien (1972), Juster-Wachtel (1972b), 

Juster-Taylor (1975), Weber (1970, 1975), Blinder (1975), 

Springer (1975, 1977), Boskin (1978), Gylfason (1981), 

Carlino (1982) and Zietz (1984). The second category of 

models is based on multi-period life-cycle theory and 

uses a simulation approach to examine the issue. Some 

of the studies in this category are those of Summers 

(1981) f Evans (1983) and Seidman (1983). The present 

study also falls into this second category. 
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2.2 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

A survey of the empirical evidence reveals 

inconsistent results with regard to the interest 

elasticity of saving. Houthakker and Taylor (1970) f 

Weber (1970, 1975), and Springer (1975) reported 

negative interest elasticities of saving. Wright (1967, 

1969), Taylor (1971), Heien (1972), Blinder (1975), 

Boskin (1978), and Gylfason (1981) found positive 

elasticities, but the magnitudes vary greatly from one 

study to another, ranging from as low as 0.03 to as 

1 high as 1.76. Closer examination of these studies 

reveals differences in the dependent and independent 

variables of the estimating equations, in estima~ion 

methods, in data, in sample periods, and perhaps most 

important of all, in the definition of the interest 

rate variable. Economic theory indicates the real rate 

of interest to be the proper variable to be employed 

in examininq the issue. However, in spite of this, 

all the studies mentioned in this section, except those 

by Blinder (1975), Boskin (1978), Howrey and Hymans 

(1978), Carlino (1982) and Zietz (1984) are based on a 

nominal interest rate variable. 

Blinder (1975) obtained a very low savings 

elasticity of about 0.03, which is compatible with the 
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widely held view that saving is relatively insensitive 

to interest rate changes. On the other hand, Boskin 

(1978) reported an interest elasticity of saving of 

0.4, which is regarded to be high by many economists. 

Furthermore, Boskin concluded that his "results 

are striking: a variety of functional forms, estimatlon 

metnods, and definitions of the real after-tax rate of 

return invariably lead to the conclusion of a substantial 

interest elasticity of saving" (1978, p. 53). his clair:1 

became a center of controversy and attracted the 

attention of many economists. Howrey and Hymans (1978) 

described Boskin's finding as "a novel and intriguing 

result that calls for replication and further scrutiny" 

(1978, p. 11). They performed sensitivity analysis and 

demonstrated that his results are not robust to minor 

changes in specification. Similarly, a study by Carlino 

(1982) found Boskin's claim hard to replicate. 

A recent development in the empirical 

literature has been the emergence of multi-periOd life

cycle mocels of saving behaviour that depend on a 

simulation framework of analysis, rather than on 

econometric estimation. As mentioned earlier, the 

studies conducted by Swnmers (1981) I Evans (1983) and 

Seidman (1983) are based on this approach. 
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Such studies have produced some inconsistent results. 

Summers reported interest elasticities of saving that 

are very high and claimed to have developed "a prima 

facie theoretical case for a high interest elasticity 

of saving" (1981, p. 537). On the other hand, Evans 

demonstrated that it is not impossible for the interest 

elasticity of saving to be negative. 

The studies that employ a simulation approach 

to examine the relationship between the interest rate 

and saving will be discussed in chapter 4. 

2.3 SOURCES OF INCONSISTENCIES 

Empirical studies of the effects of the 

interest rate on consumption reveal inconsistent results 

with regard to the sign and magnitude of the i nterest 

elasticity of saving. Some of the possible reasons for 

this are discussed in the section below. 

The empirical studies are characterized by 

inconsistencies in the definition of the interest rate 

vari able, the functional form of the equati on to be 

estimated, the nature of the data employed and the 

estimation method. These factors have been systematically 
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documented in a tabular form by Gylfason (1981, Table 1, 

234) • 

With respect to the interest rate variable, 

both nominal and real versions have been used. The 

study by Carlino (1982) attempts to resolve the contro

versy surrounding the interest elasticity of saving by 

focusing on the construction of the interest rate. 

The implication of alternative specifications of the 

consumption function is addressed by Zietz (1984). " 

Although various studies have used either quarterly or 

annual data, to my knowledge no one has attempted to 

shed light on how the differences in the nature of the 

data could affect the interest-elasticity of saving. 
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2.4 ECONOMETRIC NODELS OF SAVING 

There are a number of studies on savings that 

are based on econometric estimation methoas . To shed 

some light on the general feature of these models, I 

will provide reviews of the studies conducted by Boskin 

(1978), Carli no (1982) and Zietz (1984) . 

Boskin 

Boskin's main goal was to reconsider the 

widely held view that the interest elasticity of the 

saving rate is negligible, and in particular, to 

examine the so called 'Denison Law'. According to 

this 'law', the saving rate is essentially stable 

regardless of the changes in the tax system or other 

changes in the real after-tax rate of return on capital . 

Before Boskin tackled this issue, David and Scadding 

(1974) re-examined 'Denison's Law' and found evidence 

that supported the view that saving rates are constant. 

To study theoabove mentioned issue, Boskin 

set forth an econometric model and specified his key 

equation as follows: 

12 
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* + a 4 tn U + as (R - IT) + a 6 IT 

where C = real per capita private consumption; 
p 

y = real per capita private disposable income; 
p 

vJ = end-of-year real per capita wealth; 
p 

* U = unemployment rate; 

R = expected nominal after-tax return on 

ca,pi tal; ' 

IT = expected rate of inflation. 

Boskin estimated different versions of the 

equation and found the effect of the interest rate on 

saving to be non-negligible, positive and robust. 

He stressed the robustness of the result by saying 

" ... a variety of functional forms, estimation methods, 

and definitions of the real after-tax rate of return 

invariably l ead to the conclusion of a substantial 

interest elasticity of saving" (1978, p. 83). His 

finding indicated a higher interest elasticity of saving 
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than those reported by earlier studies 2 . Given 

the ad hoc specification of the model, Boskin's claim 

with regard to the insensitivity of his finding is 

questionable. 

Howrey and Hymans (1978) performed sensi-

tivity analysis on the equation estimated by Boskin, 

which was as follows (with estimated standard errors 

in brackets) : 

£n C = -0.46 + 0.57 £n Y + 0.18 £n (Y ) 1 
P P P -

(1.34) (0.12 ) (0.08) 

* + 0.26 £n (W) -p -1 0.003 £n U 

(0.07) (0.011) 

- 1.07 (R - II) - 0.029 II 

(0.33) (0.06) 

? 
R .... = 0.99 

Howrey and Hymans dropped the observation for 

1934 from the (R - n) series and re-estimated Boskin's 

equation. As a result of this change, the coefficient 

of (-1.07) on the(R - II) variable became (-0.877) and 

the t-statistic changed from (-3.24) to (-1.62). They 

thus demonstrated the non-robustness of Boskin's 

findings. Furthermore, Howrey and Hymans replaced 

* * the £n U variable with U_ 2 (the unemployment 



rate with a two-year lag) and this time the t-statistic 

for the coefficient (R - IT) was found to be (-0.90), 

which implies statistical insignificance, contrary to 

the result reached by Boskin. As a final experiment 

on the sensitivity of the Boskin result, Howrey and 

Hymans employed alternative interest rates other than 

the one adopted by Boskin and restricted the consumption 

regressions to postwar data (1947-69). This yielded 

a positive coefficient for the interest rate. Their 

finding led them to describe Boskin's finding as 

" .... a nove l and intriguing result that calls for 

replication and further scrutiny" (1978, p. 665). 

Carlino 

In 1982, Carlino attempted to address the 

causes that lead to divergent and often conflicting 

results tha t had emerged from the empirical studies of 

saving behaviour. He thought the inconsistency in the 

sign and statistical significance of the coefficient 

of the inte r est rate variable might have been related 

to the manner in which this variable is constructed. 

To explore this conjecture, he suggested an aggregate 

consumption function of the form: 
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where 

C =: consumption; 

ye = expected disposable income; 

r = the interest rate. 

He defined the interest rate variable in four 

different ways -- the nominal interest rate, the nominal 

net-of-tax rate, the real interest rate, and the real 

net-of-tax rate -- and es-timated the equation given above 

for each definition. Carlino obtained a positive and 

statistically insignificant coefficient for the interest 

rate variable using the real net-of-tax rate. This 

result contradicts Boskin's finding of a negative and 

significant coefficient. Furthermore, when Carlino 

experimented with the nominal interest rate and the 

nominal net-of-tax rate, he found the estimated coeffi-

cient to be negative and significant in both cases. 

These findings are consistent with those of Heien (1972) 

and Wright (1967, 1969). However, economic theory 

indicates that a real rate of interest is the proper 

variable to be employed, and as a result, the findings 

of Heien and Wright should be viewed with caution. 
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Feldstein (1970) documented the fact that if the 

nominal before-tax interest rate is used, rather than 

the real after-tax rate, this may lead to downward 

bias in the interest elasticity estimates. Heien's and 

Wright's results may thus be regarded as subject to 

bias. 

Carlino concluded that the sign and statis-

tical significance of the interest rate coefficient are 

quite sensitive to how the interest rate variable is 

constructed. 

Zietz 

zietz (1984) examined the interest elasticity 

of saving issue using alternative functional forms. 

He used three alternative specifications of the 

consumption function that have recently appeared in 

the literature and artificially nested them within a 

single model. The three functions he considered are 

those of Baskin (1978), Gylfason (1981) and Davidson, 

Hendry, Srba and Yeo (1978). The nested model adopted 

by Zietz is 

tn * ~n W 
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where C = consumption; 

Yd = disposable income; 

* W ,- wealth at the beginning of the period; 

* U = unemployment rate; 

r = real after-tax return; and 

IT = expected rate of inflation. 

zietz characterized the three model specifica-

tions to be tested as follows: 

B-Model: b 4 = 0 

G-Model b l + b 3 = 1, b 2 + b 4 0 

b~ = 0 
:::> 

DHSY-Model: b l + b 2 + b 4 1, b., 
.) 

= b s = 0 

where B stanos for Boskin, G for Gy~fason and 

DHSY for Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo. 

Using Bayesian sensitivity analysis he 

supported "the view that uncertainty with respect to 

the model specification ac:ids to the empirical uncertainty 



that has become characteristic of the interest rate 

elasticity of savings" (1984, p. 324). Furthermore, 

he demonstrated that it is possible to obtain positive 

as well as negative parameter values, depending on the 

specification of the form of the consumption function. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Chapter 2 

1. For further detailed information with regard to 
the interest elasticity of saving, see Gylfason 
(1981). 

2. Boskin reported an interest elasticity of saving 
of 0.4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER: 

AN INTERTEMPORAL ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

Summers (1981) and Evans (1983), in their 

examination of the interest elasticity of saving issue 

in the context of the life-cycle model, used a simu

lation approach. Both authors analyzed the inter

temporal consumer behaviour by assuming that a represen

tative individual maximizes a utility function subject 

to his (her) lifetime budget constraint, and both 

adopted the standard homothetic CES utility function 

(hereafter referred to as SHCES) for this: purpose. In 

the literature, however, there are a number of functional 

forms which satisfy the key behavioural postulates and 

which are far more general than the SHCES 1 . Neither 

Summers nor Evans has addressed the issue of the 

interest elasticity of saving in relation to alterna

tive functional forms of the utility function. 

The purposes of this chapter are to develop 

a theoretical model based on a quasi - homothetic CES 

utility function (hereafter referred as QHCES) to 

examine the intertemporal allocation problem of the 
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consumer, and to lay down a theoretical foundation for 

the simulation analysis to be discussed in the next 

chapter. 

Section 3.1 attempts to familiarize the 

reader with the basic concept of the life-cycle hypo

thesis. Section 3.2 discusses the analytical approach 

to life-cycle models that is to be used subsequently. 

The initial specification of the utility function is 

dealt with in Section 3.3, while Section 3.4 develops 

a theoretical model based on an alternative specification. 

3.1 THE LIFE-CYCLE HYPOTHESIS 

The theory that individuals plan their 

economic lives on the basis of life-cycle considerations 

is frequently associated with Modigliani and Brumberg 

(1954). However, the issue of a multiperi od intertem

poral allocation problem of consumption and its analysis 

in the context of utility maximization was introduced 

much earlier by Fisher (1907), Ramsey (1928), and 
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Hicks (1939). The life-cycle model of consumption and 

saving begins with the individual decision unit and, 

through appropriate aggregation, extends to either 

cross-section or time-series macro variables. The 

basic idea of the life-cycle hypothesis,as e xplained 

by Ando and MOdigliani (1963), is as follows: 

The Modigliani and Brumberg model starts 
from the utility function of the indivi
dual consumer: his utility is assumed 
to be a function of his own aggregate 
consumption in current and future periods. 
The individual is assumed to max imize his 
utility subject to the resources available 
to him, his resources being the sum of the 
current and discounted future earnings over 
his lifetime and his current net worth. As 
a result of this maximization the current 
consumption of the individual can be 
expressed as a function of his resources 
and the rate of return on capital with 
parameters depending on age~ The indivi
dual consumption functions thus obtained 
are then aggregated to arrive a t the 
aggregate consumption function f or the 
community. 

(Ando and Modigl i ani, 1963 
p. 56.) 

Prior to Modigliani and Brumberg's study, 

estimation of cons~~ption functions did not explicitly 

consider the important role played by expectations. 
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In some instances, attempts were made to capture 

expectations implicitly by introducing shift models 

or relating them to the past rather than the future, 

as pointed out by Somermeyer and Bannink (1973). 

However, Ando and Modigliani attempted to test the 

life-cycle hypothesis explicitly by estimating a 

consumption function using aggregate data. Since then, 

several studies- have explored various dimensions of the 

life-cycle theory. For instance, decision variables 

such as leisure, fertility, and bequests have been 

incorporated into life-cycle models 2 . 

Although the life-cycle model of saving 

behaviour is based on solid theoretical ground, the 

empirical validity of it has been criticized as being 

dubious. Since the inception of the theory, numerous 

articles, either invoking or testing it, have been 

published. White (1978) argued that simple life-cycle 

models, such as the one developed by Ando and Modigliani, 

cannot account for realistic levels of aggregate saving, 

and therefore must be discarded: 

For a wide range of parametric values, 
the simulated values of aggregate savings 
fall significantly short of the observed 
levels. At best, the simulated values are 
about 60 per cent of the observed values. 

(White, 1978, p. 547.) 
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Similarly, Kotlikoff and Summers (1981) 

pointed out that life-cycle models account for a negli

gible fraction of aggregate capital formation in the 

u.S. If these findings are true, it impl i es that 

savings decisions that require policy response cannot 

be analyzed wi thin the life-cycle framework. 

Soderstorm (1982) challenged the claim put 

forward in White's paper and demonstrated that the 

life-cycle hypothesis can generate realistic levels of 

aggregate savings. Soderstorm incorporated uncertainty 

and unplanned bequests into the model developed by 

White and simulated reasonable values for aggregate 

savings. 

The life-cycle theory has survived its criti

cism and it is widely used to analyze various issues 

such as the distribution of wealth, the incidence and 

opt imality of taxation, and the effects of taxation, 

social security, and demographic changes. 
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3.2 ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO LIFE-CYCLE MODELS 

Empirical studies based on life-cycle theory 

must take into account expectations about future 

incomes, future interest rates, and future conditions 

of the individual in the optimization procedure. It 

is therefore clear that the data required for estimation 

is difficult if not impossible, to obtain from actual 

observation. To solve the data requirement and 

related problems, researchers have adopted simulation 

techniques. An early attempt to use this approach in 

relation to life-cycle theory came from Tobin and Dolde 

(1971). In their pioneering paper, they examined 
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various monetary influences (e.g., interest rate effects and 

the liquidity constraint) and a tax on consumption in 

which they undertook "semi-realistic" simulations 

rather than following the standard estimation procedures. 

Instead of postulating a macroeconomic consumption 

function, they based their model on the notion that 

individual households make lifetime consumption and 

saving plans conforming to life-cycle considerations. 

To arrive at total consumption, they assumed 

that each household optimizes a given multiperiod 

utility function subject to a lifetime budget constraint, 



and then aggregated the chosen consumption levels 

of the individuals. Tobin and Dolde argued that the 

methodology used in their study was a promising one 

and demonstrated that microeconomic simulation can 

provide insights into macroeconomic phenomena. Their 

work stimulated a number of important theoretical as 

well as policy oriented studies for which understanding 

of individual consumption-saving behaviour is crucial. 

3.3 SPECIFICATION OF UTILITY FUNCTIONS 
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In the static consumer theory, the assumptions 

underlying the preferences of the individual are crucial, 

from both the theoretical and the empirical point of 

view. In particular, the important role played by the 

functional form of the utility function has been a 

subject of careful study in the static framework. At 

the intertemporal level, however, it appears that littl e 

or no attention has been given to this subject. 

There are several issues that one could 

address regarding the assumptions underlying preferences 



and the form of the utility function. Since the 

inception of utility theory in the intertemporal 

context, economists have been dealing with preferences 

that are additively separable over time. Studies that 

are based on this assumption are numerous and it is not 

my intention to give a full list of them. However, it 

worth mentioning a few: For instance, the studies by 

White (1978), Summers (1981), Aubry and Fleurent (1980), 

Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1983), Evans (1983), and Seidman 

(1983) are rooted in the assumption that individual 

preferences are additive and temporally separable. This 

assumption is very strong. The most obvious criticism 

of it arises from the separability rather than the 

additivity assumption. The assumption that preferences 

are separable in time implies that past and future 

consumption cannot influence current preferences, and as 

a result cannot appear as current state variables. It 

rules out the dependency of the marginal utility of 

consumption in the current period to that of any other 

period. 

Recently, however, researchers seeking to 

explain macroeconomic phenomena have begun to develop 

life-cycle models in which preferences are assumed to be 
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additive but not separable over time. Leading studies 

along this line of reasoning are those of Mankiw, 

Rotenberg and Summers (1982), Clark and Summers (1982), 

Barro and King (1982), Kydland and Prescott (1981 ) , and 

Hotz, Kydland and Sedlacek (1982). The specification of 

preferences as additive but not separable over time has 

the desirable feature of allowing past consumption to 

influence current and future tastes. The marginal 

utility of consumption in the current period depends on 

the choice of consumption in other periods. 

With regard to the functional form of the 

utility function, little or no attempt has been made 

to study its importance. The present study examines this 

issue in relation to the functional form of the utility 

function adopted in the Summers (1981) and Evans (1983) 

papers. Both of these authors formulated a multi-period 

life-cycle model in which a representative agent is 

assumed to maximize a SHCES utility function subject to 

his (her) lifetime budget constraint,and addressed the 

relationship between saving and the after-tax real 

interest rate. I have replaced the standard homotheticity 

assumption by the more general quasi-homotheticity 

assumption ln an attempt to shed some light on the issue 

of functional form. A theoretical model in accordance with 

the quasi-homotheticity assumption is developed in Section 

3.4. 



3. 4 AN OUTLINE OF THE PRESENT MODEL 

In this section I outline a multiperiod life-

cycle model that contains the essentials of Summers' 

model but e x tends it to allow for subsistence consump-

tion levels. A utility function for an individual 

consumer that is particularly suited to the present 

purpose i s obtained from a quasi-homothetic function of 

the form
3

: 

T (c*) 0 
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'\ t (1 + p ) T-t L - 0- (if 0 < 1 and f 0) 

(3.1) 

where 

and 

U = 
T 

t=::T 

a = 1 
1- 0 

(if 6 = 0) 

T = age to which the individual will live, 

which he (she) knows with certainty; 
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C
t 

= total consumption at age t; 

Yt = subsistence consumption at age t; 

cr = intertemporal elasticity of sUbstitution 

between discretionary consumption in any 

two periods; 

p = rate of time preference; 

T = individual's present age. 

U = lifetime utility as perceived at age T. 
T 

The utility function given by equation (3.1) 

is of the generalized CES form. This function has 

some desirable properties in that it does not rest r ict 

preferences to be homothetic from the origin and 

under proper specification of the subsistence consumption 

parameter it yields the SHCES function. In spite of this, 

the function appears to have attracted little attention 

from researchers dealing with the allocation of consump-

tion and saving over time, as an alternative to the 

SHCES function. The utility function employed in Summers' 

paper is of the latter kind. The allowance for 

subsistence consumption in the life-cycle model 

used in the present study is intended to capture the 

notion that at some ages individuals may have consumption 

that cannot be redistributed or sacrificed over time 

for purposes of life-cycle optimization. 
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Following Srnnmers, I assume each individual 

to be engaged in life-cycle consumption planning with 

no inheritance or bequest. Further, I assume 

that the individual's wage rate grows at an exogenous 

rate g per period until a fixed age of retirement. The 

individual maximizes lifetime utility in (3.1) subject 

to the following budget constraint: 

( 3 • 2 ) 
T 
I Ct(l + r)T-t = a 

t=T T 

where r = after-tax rate of return; 

Wt = \vage rate net of taxi 

a = net worth of the individual at the 
T 

beginning of period Ti 

R = the number of years the individual 

spends in the work force. 

The first-order conditions of the maximization 

problem yield the following: 

( 3. 3) 

Equation (3.3) determines the shape of the discretionary 



consumption profile, but not its level. It is obvious 

* that the partial elasticity of substitution between C
t 

* and Ct +l becomes smaller, the stronger the desire of 

the individual to flatten his discretionary consumption 

profile. For a given value of a, however, the rate of 

discretionary consumption increases with an increase in 

the effective interest rate and decreases with an 

increase in the rate of time preference. 

To obtain an expression for discretionary 

consumption at t = " equations (3.2) and (3.3) are 

solved simultaneously: 

( 3.4) 

where 

and 

* C , 

Y , = 

V = , 

T 
= { I 

t=, 

R 
a + I , 

t=, 

T ,... 
yt(l 2. 

t=T 

,-t wt 1 + r) 
'-) 

+ r) ,-t 

Total consumption at t = , is then given by 

* C = C + tTY'. Using {3.4} and (3.3) it is possible to 
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determine the individual's complete consumption age path. 
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The theoretical framework developed in this 

chapter will be used in chapter 4 to study the implica

tions of alternative forms of utility function for the 

optimal paths of the decision variables of the individual 

as well as for the sign and magnitude of the interest 

elasticity of savings. 



FOOTNOTES 

Chapter 3 

1. Quasi-homotheticity is more general than the 
ordinary homotheticity assumption. Although 
it has been widely used in consumer theory at 
the static level, only a few researchers have 
exploited it at the intertemporal level. Among 
them are Heien (1972), Betancourt (1973), Somer
meyer and Bannink (1973), Ashenfelter and Ham 
(1979), and Biorn (1980). 

2. For life-cycle models that include leisure, 
fertility, and bequests, see Ghez and Becker 
(1975), Denton and Spencer (1981), and Yaari 
(1964) . 

3. The utility function specified by equation (3.1) 
is based on Uzawa's (1960) first generalization 
of the CES production function which was then 
adopted in consumer theory and modified to 
incorporate subsistence Consumption. See Heien 
(1972) . 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOME SIMULATION RESULTS 

This chapter attempts to shed some light on 

the implications of assuming a specific utility function 

to represent the behaviour of the individual and the 

associated optimal paths of the decision variables. 

Comparison of functional forms of utility functions is 

usually confined to static consumer theOry. To my 

knowledge this issue has not been given explicit considera

tion in the intertemporal context. 

Summers (1981) assumed .that a representat i ve 

individual maximizes a SHCES utility function subject to 

a lifetime budget constraint. In the present study the 

SHCES uti l ity function is replaced by a QHCES function 

in order to examine the implications of alternative 

functional forms. 

Using the equations and relationships discussed 

in chapter 3, I demonstrate that simulated optimal paths 

of consumption, net worth and saving ratios are sensi

tive to functional specification of the utility function 

at the micro level. My findings indtcate also that the 

interest elasticity of saving is not robust to changes 
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in the functional form of the utility function. 

The lay-out of this chapter is as follows: 

In Section 4.1 tJ.'1e objectives of the micro simulation 

experiments are set forth. The specification of the 

parameter values of the utility function and the 

assumptions underlying the variables are discussed in 

Section 4 . 2. The micro simulation results relating to 

the individual's optimization problem are reported in 

Section 4 . 3. Aggregation of the micro relationship is 

dealt with in Section 4.4 . The interest elasticities of 

saving that arise from SHCES and QHCES utility functions 

are compared in Section 4.5. 

4.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE MICRO SIMULATION 

Given the fact that a large number of 

utility functions have been suggested in t he economics 

literature, the choice of a particular functional form 

is somewhat arbitrary. This raises some concern with 

regard to the sensitivity of empirical results to the 

functional specification of the utility function. In 

order to shed light on the importance of the role played 

by the form of the utility function, it is reasonable to 
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to ask: What difference does it make if the preferences 

of a consumer are represented by a utility function of a 

particular form rather than by an alternative specifica

tion? 

I will answer the above question by referring 

to the utility functions adopted in Summers' paper and 

in the present study. In chapter 3, I noted that 
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Summers had based his analysis on the SHCES utility 

function. To examine the implications of functional 

forms, I proposed a QHCES utility function as an alterna

tive specification. This functional form is more general 

than SHCES and under appropriate specification of its 

parameters it collapses to the SHCES. Because of this, 

it suffices to address the key question of functional 

form by focusing on the QHCES utility function. 

One way of tackling the issue is to examine 

the optimal time paths of consumption, net worth and 

saving ratios that arise from optimization under the 

SHCES and QHCES specifications. Comparison of these 

paths provides an indication of the role played by 

functional form in determining the optimal time paths. 



4.2 PARAMETERIZATION OF THE MODEL 

The theoretical model discussed in the 

previous chapter can be used as the basis for a simu

lation analysis. A general approach to simulation 

involves the specification of a standard set of 

assumptions and parameter values. During the simu

lation process these assumptions and parameter values 

remain unaltered. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE LABOUR INCOME VARIABLE 
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To simulate the path of labour income, I 

assume that all individuals in the economy are identical 

except for age. Following Summers, it is assumed that 

adult individuals live for fifty years, that is, the 

years between ages twenty-one and seventy, inclusive. 

Furthermore, active participation in the labour force 

ends at age sixty, owing to mandatory reti rement. All 

individuals who are in the work force at any given time 

are assumed to earn wage rates that are identical, 

regardless of their age. Wage rates for all ages are 

assumed to grow at 2 per cent per annum as a result of 

productivity growth. For convenience, the wage rate is 

normalized to unity. 
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PARAMETER VALUES OF THE UTILITY FUNCTION 

The utility function given by equation (3.1) 

requires specification of its parameter values. This 

involves assignment of values to 8 and y. Following 

Summers, the parameter 8 is set at alternative values in 

the range 0.5 to -2.0. As mentioned earlier, the subsis

tence level of consumption is assumed to be constant 

over the life of the individual. To generate values for 

the yls, I follow the procedure described below. The 

procedure is unavoidably somewhat arbitrary but seems 

reasonable in the present experimental context. 

I assume initially that the individual maximizes 

the SHCES utility function subject to the life time 

budget constraint (3.2). For this purpose population is 

assumed to grow at the rate of 1.5 per cent per annum 

(n = 0.015), the annual after-tax rate of return and the 

rate of time preference are set equal at 6 per cent, and 

the other parameters (namely 8 and the rate of productivity 

growth) assume values already noted. This yields an 

optimal path of consumption C
t 

which is constant over 

the adult life span. Next, for convenience in setting 

values for the y ls, the individual's subsistence consump

tion is assumed to be a fraction of Ct : 
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V t 

where '¥ > 0 

In the subsequent simulations reported in this chapter, 

I experiment with '¥ values of 0.00, 0.33, 0.66 and 

0.90. 

The values of the y 's obtained in the above 

manner are then imposed as lower bounds on consumption 

in the subsequent experiments, and the QHCES utility 

function given by equation (3.1) is maximized subject to 

the budget' constraint (3.2). Following Summers, the 

rate of time preference is set at 3 per cent per annum 

and the after-tax rate of return is in the range of 4 

to 8 per cent per annum. 

The simulated optimal paths of the individual 

decision variables that arise from the theoretical model 

and the foregoing assumptions are discussed below. 

o 

4.3 MICRO SIMULATION RESULTS 

The implications of alternative functional 

forms of the utility function for the optimal paths of 

consumption, net worth, and saving ratios are examined 

using two sets of experiments. 



Experiment I 

The experiments that belong to this category 

are based on the following assumptions: 

1. The parameter of the utility function 0 

is set at 0.5. 

2. The value of ~ is assumed to take values 

of 0.00, 0.33, 0.66 and 0.90. 

3. 'r he interest rat.e is set at ~ per cent 

per annum (r = 0.04) while the rate of time preference 

is fixed at 3 per cent ( p = 0.03). 

4. The wage rate is assumed to grow at the 

rate of 2 per cent per annum as a result of productivity 

growth (g = 0.02). 

5. The individual is assumed to live for 

fifty years (T = 50) which includes forty y ears of active 

participation i n the labour force (R = 40) and ten y ears 

of retirement. 

Experiment II 

The set of experiments that belongs to this 

category are based on the same assumptions as those of 

Experiment I, except that now the value of 0 is set at 

0.0 instead of 0.5. 
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RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENT I 

Experiment I is composed of four "sub

experiments," depending on the value of 'fi. The simulated 

optimal paths of the key variables are reported in Tables 

4.1 to 4.4. 

Labour Income 

The individual is assumed to spend a fixed 

amount of time on work in each year. The individual's 

lifetime labour income is generated by multiplying the 

fixed work time by the wage rate available to the 

individual at each age. The resulting labour income 

increases monotonically with age, as shown in column 1 

of Tables 4.1 to 4.4. 

Consumption 

The lifetime paths of optimal consumption 

simulated under the asslli~ptions stated in Experiment I 

are reported in column 2 of Tables 4.1 to 4.4, and 

depicted in Figure 4.1. Although consumption increases 

with the age of the individual, closer inspection 



TABLE 4.1 

Simulated Individual Paths Using SHCES Utility Function 
(IJ' = 0.0) 

Economic 
Age 

1 
2 
3 
It 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
lit 
15 
16 
11 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
21t 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
31t 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
JtO 
Itl 
1t2 
"3 
It It 
"5 
"6 
1t7 
1t8 
1t9 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

Labour 
Income 

1.000000 
1.020000 
1.01t01t 00 
1.061208 
1.0821t32 
1.104081 · 
1.120102 
1.14doti6 
1.1716~9 
1.195093 
1.218994 
1.243374 
1.l6tl242 
1.293607 
1s319474 
1.345808 
1.372786 
1.400241 
1.428246 
1.450811 
1.485947 
1.515666 
1.5459 bO 
1.570899 
1.00tl437 
1.040606 
1.073418 
1.7008d6 
1.74102Jt 
1.775845 
1.811362 
1.847589 
1.884541 
1.922231 
1.960676 
1.999890 
2.039807 
2.080085 
2.122299 
2.10't745 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Consumption 

• d 7190 9 
.dl./~03ti 
.91~502 
.l./30301 
.l./4b4:>d 
.l./0690 5 
.'1d~tU2 

1.00~Ob7 
1.024b78 
1.04Jtb71 
1.uo~O'4 
1.08'ti35 
1.1070,,2 
1.1ld022 
1.1:>0643 
1.173094 
1.19~9tU 
1.L19319 
1.L43110 
1.20 130~ 
1.2'JiOl./'t 
1.31730~ 
1.343007 
1.30'1212 
1.3l./~9Ld 
1.423105 
1.'t50933 
1.'t792't3 
1.,Ob106 
1.'37~,j2 
1. ~o 7,,:H 
l.59tH17 
1. ol 92'19 
1.001089 
1.o935UO 
1. 72b5't~ 
1.7b02,j1 
1.79457b 
1. till./ 591 
1.ob,290 
1.'iOlod5 
1.93d190 
1.'i70619 
L.Ul,1tlo 
2.054500 
2. 0'1 4~93 
2 • .1.3~40l 
2.1771L9 
'.L19609 
L.2b~917 

Net 
Worth 

li.UOOOUO 
• .1.'20~l 
.,:>1'i,j7 
.jd'i'112 
.:> 30 4.1.0 
.0'110't0 
.0:>00,j0 

.1..031"L6 
J...Ll0094 
1 ... 1.1.1.1.'1 
1.010010 
.1..d37"'15 
,.0003,,:> 
L.,j11..l7'1 
~.:>6'17:>5 
L.d'tJ..,jb1 
,j • .L.27d10 
,j.41..'i72~ 
~.1'tld,j7 
... Ub2d07 
't.'t,j::10,,0 
".dOo~2d 
:> • .1.97';)07 
:>.00d .... 2 
o. U 'tv 407 
0.'t'1't:>'1:> 
0.'171dZO 
1 ... 731113 
1.'1'N7 .. 9 
d.:>~,057 
'1.J..3,jO/o 
"'i.14LZ30 

..lU.jolJ'1i. 
IJ..U';)l.dod 
J.. i • 7 :>:> 1 U b 
1~.'t9''tb7 
1~.I..o::1:>,jZ 
1't.07';)010 
l't. '1 L't '1:> l 
..l:>.ol'to:>7 
10.1400'id 
1,;).jl'tdol 
1 ... 1.. 'i 0007 
li.7dl I.U' 
.1.J...~d'tloo 

'1.001130 
1."17,j70l 
0 • .1,7l71 
... I..Z04JJ 
,.17:>dol.. 

.UOOOuO 

Saving 
Ratio 

.lZI..0'i1 

.l.loo'13 
• .1.JLh~ 
.130049 
.14U(hJl 
.llt:;'ouo 
.l.:>J .. jo 
• .l. '~,joO 
.l.oU3u9 
• .1.0 :>Juo 
.1.7UJ:J0 
.1.7!)'t4U 
.ltju';)7b 
.ld!)7:>b 
.J..'1u'1d1 
• .11..J02 .. '1 
.~Ol.:>:>'1 
.200'111 
.I..1LJU't 
.Z177~7 
• I..l,jl..u '1 
.Lloli"i 
.iJ"tloo 
.L,j"'iO"'1 
.1.. 4:>'tO 7 
.Z,;).1.120 
.i:>OdlJ:> 
.~bl..,;)ll 
.20tU1U 
.1.. 71t0'td 
.L 7 "'ib::1't 
.1..6":)007 
• ~I..J J..54to 
• i'i 7't,jl 
• JOJj,j1..J 
• .JOl..Jl.O'1 
.~ljlLl. 
.,j" ... l'1l 
.~l71ol 
.~,j~l.d9 

-.1..CUOO"1:;' 
-~.1l..'tOd1 
-L.4b07lo 
-I... '1 3'1 oi:> 
-.J.:>:>i7uo 
-'t."Uo~":)o 
-j.O'1!)4::ol. 
-7.dj'1bo7 

-li.ll'i:uo 
-I..j.000000 

The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, 

n = 0.015, r = 0.04, p = 0.03, 6 = 0 .5, and ~ = 0.0. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Simulated Individual Paths Using QHCES Utility Function 
('¥ = 0.33) 

Economic Labour 
Age Income 

1 1.000000 
2 1.020000 
3 1.0~0400 
4 1.001208 
5 1.06£432 
6 1.10~081 
7 1.120102 
8 l.l~dbbb 
9 1.171059 

10 1.195093 
11 1.21d994 
12 1.243374 
13 1.268242 
1~ 1.293007 
15 1.319~79 
16 1.3~~dob 
l7 1.37l1fJ6 
18 1.~00241 
19 1.'t2d246 
20 1.4~6dll 
21 1.~859"7 
22 1.:>1:>666 
23 1.:>"~9bO 
24 1.570899 
25 1.60 tj" 3 7 
26 1.6~Oo06 
27 1.613418 
28 1.106d86 
29 1.741024 
30 1.775845 
31 1.d11362 
32 1.847569 
33 1.d8~5~1 
3~ 1.922231 
35 1.960670 
36 1."199890 
37 2.0398b1 
38 2.080085 
39 2.122.299 
40 2.10~745 
~1 0.000000 
4t2 C.OOOOOO 
43 0.000000 
44 C.OOOOOO 
45 C.OOOOOO 
46 0.000000 
47 C.OOOOOO 
~8 0.000000 
49 0.000000 
50 0.000000 
51 

Consumption 

1.001d<.;1 
1.01~411j 
1.02~172 
I.U37155 
.1.()~9371 
1.001tl20 
1.0l4':)t,3 
1. Od 7~0<.J 
1.1DUb67 
1.1141,2 
1.127840 
1.141tuo 
1.1~ bOdS 
1.1706" 
1.1b:>4't2 
1.20(;5':)2 
1.2159:> 6 
1. l31.601 
1.,47613 
1. L 6~ 9'1 7 
1.'duo.,j9 
1.2'11bC;0 
1.j1490't 
l.j';,5"t0 
1.j5U:>,0 
.1.3bOd:::>0 
I.jd 1~39 
1."tOb~<';"-
1.4'::b016 
1."t4:>b'0 
1."6b010 
1. ... db594 
1.:>0 7 ~d 0 
1.!>2d97j 
1.~~07d7 
1.573Ul6 
1.:>'1~b9d 
1.b1d~1L 
1.b't,31d 
I.bbb40"; 
1.0'100'17 
1.7J.~ob'1 
1.741j.::o 
1.707Ld4 
1.7'1.,;7 .. 7 
1.dlU7,!) 
1.b'to(::,j0 
1.0702.7L 
1.'10 .. d61 
1.'i3"t00d 

Net 
Worth 

o.uuuOOU 
-.OO.1O'1J. 

.vu"tol!> 

.U,vi),d 

.U't"OO':: 

.vl'1/J'I 

.J.':::>l.o't 
• HHd ~O 
.,!>Ujt.0 
• .,;';'lj,o 
."t~!>!>'t<'; 
• j.,j-1 It. j 

• b?Ob.::l 
.7'1:>0 .... 
.'1"'1d.,jI 

1..J.''''dbl 
1."; 1, u:> t. 
1..~'::.1jo't 
J../!>u]'1'1 
,,-.0014\)'t ,.,7 .. .::75 
t..:>luj!>"t 
'.(j'iJ.'t~b 
.,j.t,301b'1 
~ .01, \J?!> 
"t.U1 .... :>:> 
-'e't"b7o'i 
... '1.1l)j .. O 
:> ... U]ljo 
j.'1~o:>j"t 

b. :> Ub 1 t.1 
l.lU.7.1d 
7.7:>1.101 
d ... 4"t-.2'1 
'1.J.l~"b"; 
'1."I:>2.,;7U 

.1u.177J2d 
ll.o!>Lol.L. 
1L. jbU:JOO 
l..h ':)0.,j7.,jj 
l. ... ou .. ot. .. 
1.,j ... <.;7'112 
..I., • .,jt:....I.'1bU 
.1.1.u7~:>lu 

'1./4'-Jl.oo 
0 • .,j4:>.1!jb 
0.d:::>0't71 
:> • .::0 .. :>0:> 
,j.o.1'lo'ib 
1.0'''10,.,; 

.uOuUlJU 

Saving 
Ratio 

-.0010'11 
.\Jvb.,;/d 
• Ul'td11 
.0'::.,j .. .;3 
.U-1,l't'1 
.v't.1\J4~ 
.u~uu/o 
.U!)'1c.:>J 
.JOd:>!>':: 
.U77'177 
.Uol':).::u 
.u'II.1/J 
• l. 010'1 .:H) 
... .1070" 
.1lo1t:..o 
.1..,j()7j~ 
.J. .. bd:>!j 
• .1:>lO.::'-I 
• .L.bllbi. 
.1ll:>:>1) 
.LdIod:> 
• .1'1020J. 
.iOc~oo"" 
.,1"'..I.\J:> 
.,2"joU 
.,"tOU'd 
.L!>O~Ul 
.20u'11j 
.2/1. .. 't2 
.t.d.L.d'll 
.2'1.::";.,ji. 
.jO,7 .. t. 
.jl.,j.Lt:.., 
.j'::.1"tO:> 
.,j.,j.17b7 
• ." .... v.::2 
.J:::>"t.l:> 
• .,jb .. j71 
• .,;74'1:>7 
.3d"t't71 

-J..o'l"t·'t:>:> 
-, .... 700l7 
-,.:> j '- '177 
-t,.'-Jb'1d'11 
-";.:>'1'1.('1"; 
-'t • 't j .. (c 0 I 
-';).737[;..;u 
-1.d/oJ.:>' 

-1,.l:::>b.:::22 
-c> .UOO(.IUO 

NOTE; The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, 

n = O. 015, r = O. 04, D = O. 03 , 0 = O. 5, and 

f = 0.33. 
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TABLE 4.3 

Simulated Individual Paths Using QHCES Utility Function 

('¥ = 0.66) 

Economic Labour 
Age Income 

1 1.000000 
2 1.020000 
3 1.040400 
4 1.061208 
5 1.082432 
6 1.104061 
1 1.126102 
8 1.1480&6 
9 1.1716!>9 

10 1.1950~3 
11 1.215994 
12 1.243314 
13 1.268242 
1"t 1.293601 
15 1.319479 
16 1.345865 
17 1.3727do 
18 1.400241 
19 1.428246 
20 1.456811 
21 1."t85947 
22 1.515666 
23 1.545980 
24 1.576899 
25 1.00tl437 
26 1.640606 
27 1.673418 
28 1.7068&6 
29 1.7"tl024 
30 1.775845 
31 1. !H13 b2 
32 l.d47589 
33 l.tltl't541 
34 1.922231 
35 1.960076 
36 1.999890 
37 2.039557 
3d 2.08001:15 
39 2.122299 
40 2.1647't5 
41 0.000000 
42 C.DOODOO 
43 C.OOOOOO 
"t4 C.OOOOOO 
45 C.OOOOOO 
"t6 0.000000 
"t7 (J.OOOOOO 
48 0.000000 
49 C .000000 
50 0.000000 
51 

Consumption 

1.12~&7.:: 
1.1317'19 
1.137d ... 2 
1.144003 
1.1502d3 
1.1?bOd7 
1.10.j215 
1.169870 
1.17bO~b 
l.lo)?7't 
1.1"106.::1 
1.197d17 
1 • .::O:lI'td 
1.ll.:: b~ i. 
1 • .::~Ol41 
1.llt>OU9 
1.23?9t.,9 
1.'::4'tOU4 
l.l:l ll3b 
1.lb0628 
1.~0910't 
l.l71908 
l.t.,dbdul 
1.t..9:ltlOd 
1.30:> 11 t.. 
1.31"t530 
1.3l41-.4 
1 •. .:LU9't0 
1.3"t]927 
1.3~ .. I(;d 
1..30"t'td9 
1.37~071 
1.31:S:l1:S01 
1.390tlol 
1.'tOd075 
1.419~01:S 
1.431.10~ 
1.4"t30"td 
1.45:>104 
i. 407:l1 0 
1.480109 
1.'t"lt.,9"to 
1.?Ob037 
1. :>1 938t.. 
1.?3t..9d7 
1.:>'t btl:> 7 
1.:>0 u 9"1 /j 
1.~7:>'t15 
1.!)90114 
1.00509'1 

Net 
Worth 

v.UUuOuO 
-.l.c:Joli. 
-.t..'tt..7u7 
-. J't'1 0 ':>7 
-.'t400'to 
-.:l.,t..,j0,j 
-. oUol 03 
-.007:>00 
- .. /l:>4:>,j 
-.I"t'iOod 
-./ol':>}...:: 
-.70~d't't 
-.1':)':)001 
-.1 t..t..1'iO 
-.07uO'i~ 
-.':)'170:>0 
-.,O.jluo 
- • .1do'J"I7 
-.t..40l .. 0 
- .. uoV079 

.L1.::'iU1 
• .j.j ... 1oU 
.:>O:>.1Uo 
.db7o~7 

J..eJ../j.jO't ... 
J...!) 3 .. 3 1 ':> 
J..'1t..11:>1 
~.,j4/i..Jvl 
t...o1't10-. 
.j."'::<t4:>i. 
,j.07'1100 
't. 'to1l0, 
" • }.. jt.. 'i 71 
':).0 .,o-J 70 
0.:>9:>01'1 
7 • 't It.. i. ':> 3 
o.Ld-JJ.t.,'t 
"1.L'::'1<t1~ 

lU.,30i..::j 
J.1.J1LdU~ 
l~.'tbt..':>:>O 
1J. .... dV"l ... 3 
lV."t't7L,jj 

'-J.,j?'iJb:> 
o.t..l'tu07 
7.uu-J0't3 
?1",j1.7l 
.... 't110'19 
J .u It.. '100 
1.:>'t,j30't 

.UUUUuO 

Saving 
Ratio 

-.1t..':;67.:: 
-.J.l':>ll.l 
-.l.0.1'100 
-.U"I~"tL:> 
-.UbU!)J..o 
-.000,::,::>U 
-.U::>~o.:)j 
-.U'tt..odl 
-.ut..':f'tJO 
-.Ul:>cUO 
-.()Ol.'1oJ 

.01.::1/':> 
.. 'J~0':)07 
.U't.1.1'~.1 
.U:>OU.,'t 
.JlLO/l 
.ul:)oLot.. 
• .1.iJ1.o'to 
.1.171't7 
.l.j.::.7:>"1 
.J..·'td~oj 
.J./)"LJO 
.l.I::s~U04 
.1.'i!)'I.::U 
.L.LL7oo ."C 'o<t~ 
• ,''tJ't11 
• '-', '1 i.':> t.. 
.2l't"llv 
• .:: ':fUOJ, 
• .,001't3 
.,jl-l.,:>od 
• .J .)0004 
.3:>.::010 
• .,c)/Ul.C:1 
.,jd.1.d .. .., 
.,j"0':;v3 
.'t1U407 
.'ti:>~.,3 
.'tj9~"i~ 

-1. '1edl14 
-L. t..~,O"iLO 
-t...oO.:i"l14 
-3.u:>0':>7:> 
-j.o():>lJo 
-"t.:>lod'11 
-:>.I"P:>OLO 
-1.'1l1Gdl 

-l.L.1'l'3"1:>1 
-t..,.UovOuu 

NOTE: The computations assume T = SO, R = 40, 9 = 0.02'., 

n = 0.015, r = 0.04, p = 0.03, 0 = 0.5, an d '}' == O. 6 6 . 



TABLE 4.4 

Simulated Individual Paths Using QHCES Utility Function 
(If = 0.90) 

Economic 
Age 

1 
2 
3 
It 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1'1 
15 
16 
11 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2lt 
25 
26 
27 
28 
.29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3-4 
35 
36 
31 
36 
39 
-40 
'11 
'12 
It3 
'tit 
't5 
't6 
't1 
't6 
't9 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

Labour 
Income 

1.000000 
1.020000 
1.0ltO't00 
1.061208 
1.062lt32 
1.10't081 
1.126162 
1.1'18686 
1.171659 
1.195093 
1.21899't 
1.2't331lt 
1.2682't2 
1.293001 
1.319't79 
1.3't!)868 
1.372786 
1. -4002 '11 
1.'t282'to 
1.'t56611 
1.'t6~9't1 
1.515660 
1.5't5980 
1.516899 
1.608'137 
1.6'10006 
1.673't16 
1.7068&6 
1.7'tl02lt 
1.1758 't5 
1.811302 
1.8'11589 
1.88lt5't1 
1.922231 
1.960670 
1.999890 
2.039887 
2.060685 
2.122299 
2.16't7-45 
C.OOOOOO 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
c.ooooao 
0.000000 

Consumption 

1.2160'tl 
1.l1789't 
1.21978't 
1.2£1710 
1.2l',j07't 
1.ll~o16 
1.227718 
1.2l9799 
1.2319l1 
1.l3't06't 
1.l30269 
1.2',j6~30 
1.2'10630 
1.2't3107 
1.l't:>550 
1.~'t7979 
1.l50't:>5 
1.,,:>2960 
l.l:>:>~:>'t 
1.l!>6116 
1.lou6:>'t 
1.203582 
1.l66362 
1.20'1i.9d 
1. 27l0tHS 
1.£7:>035 
1.2160't0 
1.281103 
1.28lt225 
1.287't09 
1.2900~!) 
1.29390't 
1.l9 7 ',jj 8 
1.300717 
1.30"tl8't 
1.3076:>9 
1.31150't 
1.31:>2l0 
1 •. H'1009 
1.322871 . 
1.326809 
1.330623 
1. :,;]"910 
1.339089 
1. 3't 3 3't3 
1.3't7odl 
1. 3=> 2102 
1.3:>0011 
1.301207 
1.305892 

Net 
Worth 

o.oooooe 
-.2100't1 
-. 't2l:; 71 
-.01600"t 
-.dO't121 
-.'1 77:>~ 7 

-1 • ..L31j22lt 
-..L.2a:>308 
-1.'t17cU't 
-1.:d'td08 
-1..03:>19~ 
-1.71189!> 
-1. i6J.7/'t 
-.l.o~:>bJ3 
-l.d'tb218 
-1.8't8l16 
-1.0£'t2:>7 
-..L.77't8'17 
-J..0980Jl 
-..L. !)9Jo 8't 
-L."t:>9Uu7 
-1.£lJ2273 
-.i...09J.d79 

-.0!>,;)9J7 
-.:>0£ .. 73 
-.Lo'i"t~3 

.Od:>J71 

."t a"t 10't 

.929315 
1 ... 2J2 db 
..L.90bO';)3 
2.:>00..LOo 
J.£~'t't:>~ 
J.lJ'tOoJ:> 
... 719115 
:>.:>o .. d'i~ 
0.'t7'i:>21 
7."0700:> 
8.';)J123 .. 
'1.075773 

.1.u.lJ<i't07d 
10.Ul't0';)0 

'i.06J795 
b. L12l,H. 
7.u'11b31 
0.U38..L'1] 
".'i320'tO 
J.711l19 
~.:>710'i7 
1.JIJ3':Jo 

.uuUOuO . 

Saving 
Ratio 

-.21bO"t1 
-.20't2.1.0 
-.191781 
-.l7a7't..L 
-.10:>107 
-.1:>U6'1.£ 
-.lJolU9 
-.ll0777 
-.10't9.1.:) 
-.08 O=>'t!> ' 
-.ul10'1~ 
-.O:J'tJol. 
-.OJbb'tl 
-.010:>0't 

.000000 

.01a8J() 

.0"3797:> 

.U!>7375 

.u71u03 

.090021 

.11079"t 
• .1.Jbtsd3 
.J.:>7u:>3 
.177200 
.191'191 
.ll7000 ' 
.2jldl~ 
.£~7071 
.t.777<t3 
.2 <J 1:>03 
.Jll1:>] 
.JJo:>,j~ 
.3!>~00b 
.J7't!>d3 
.J'1Jl05 
."il ~J 3 
• 'tL 'i=>:> 0 
.'t't72 .. 0 
• .. o"t:J'10 
.'tdl:>od 

-L.0 .. ..Lts3't 
-2.J~t.jod 
-l.07jo'1:> 
-,j • ..Ll0700 
-J.131boi 
- ... :>7'18J.8 
-:>.O:>JbOO 
-1.'1700'19 

-..Ll.t.JL:>7J 
-L~.OOOOuO 

The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, 

n = 0.015, r = 0.04, p = 0.03, <5 = 0.5, and If = 0.90. 
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of Fiqure 4.1 reveals noteworthy differences among 

the simulated paths. The slopes of the consumption 

paths become flatter the higher the level of subsistence 

consumption. Similarly, consumption at economic age 1 

(i.e., calendar age 21) rises and consu.'1lption at economic 

age 50 (i.e., calendar age 70) as ~ increases, as shown 

in the table below. 

TABLE 4.5 

SUM.1-WP.Y EESULTS FOE CONSt:}~PTI ON LEVELS 

Value 
CONSUM.PTION LEVELS 

Experiment of ttl Economic Age 1 Economic Age 50 
I-

1 0.00 0.877909 2.262917 

2 0.33 1. 001891 1.934008 

3 0.66 1.125872 1. 605099 

4 0.90 1.216041 1.365892 

In Table 4.5, the consumption levels that 

result from a SHCES maxi~ization problem are shown in 

row 1 while those based on a QHCES function are given 

in rows 2 to 4. It is clear that consumption at 

economic age 1 is relatively smaller in the SHCES cases 



than in the QHCES case. On the other hand, consumption 

at economic age 50 is relatively higher with SHCES than 

with QHCES. 

The differences in the level as well as the 

50 

shape of the consumption paths discussed above suggest 

that the choice of functional form of the utility function 

is of considerable importance. 

Net Worth 

The representative individual is assumed to 

begin his (her) economic life with zero net worth and 

to leave no bequest at the time of death. The net worth 

profiles that arise from the maximization of the SHCES 

and the QHCES functions are reported in Tables 4.1 to 

4.4. These results are also shown in Figure 4.2. For 

the SHCES function, net worth is zero at economic age 1, 

then rises with age until retirement, and then declines 

to zero at the time of death. (See Table 4.1.) For the 

QHCES function , however, net worth is zero at economic 

age I, then turns negative, and then positive as the 

individual approaches retirement age. It declines and 

becomes zero by the end of the life span. (See Tables 4.2 

to 4.4.) 
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FIGURE 4.2 

NET WORTH PRTH (Experiment I) 
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The simulated net worth profile that results 

from the SHCES function never becomes negative. This 

finding is consistent with the Modigliani-Brumberg model. 

On the other hand, QHCES functions yield net worth 

profiles that support the Tobin model l . 

52 

Although the age at which maximum net worth 

occurs is the same regardless of the functional speci

fication of the utility function, the age of the minimum 

net worth is not. It is clear from Figure 4.2 that the 

negative net worth associated with the QHCES function 

varies, depending on the assumed level of subsistence 

consumption. The smaller the value of~, the shorter the 

period of negative net worth the individual experiences. 

As the value of ~ becomes large, the period of negative 

net worth associated with the profile increases. This 

shows again the sensitivity of the profile to the 

functional specification of the utility function. 
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Saving Ratio 

The saving ratio is defined as the ratio of 

saving to the total income of the individual (including 

interest income). The profile of the saving ratio that 

arises from the SHCES function is given in column 5 of 

Table 4.1. The profile exhibits a ratio that is posi

tive and increases with the age of the individual until 

retirement, and thereafter becomes negative. With a 

QHCES function, the saving ratio becomes negative when 

the individual is young, then positive until retirement, 

and then negative again thereafter, as shown in column 5 

of Tables 4.1 to 4.4. The period of negat i ve saving that 

an individual experiences before retirement depends on 

the value of the parameter~. The smaller is this value, 

the shorter the period of negative saving; conversely, 

the larger the value of ~ , the longer the period of 

negative saving. 

Comparison of the simulated saving ratios in 

column 5 of Tables 4.1 to 4.4 indicates that the level 

of the saving ratio, as well as the period of negative 

saving, is sensitive to the assumptions underlying the 

optimizati on problem. 
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RESULTS .OF SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENT II 

In Experiment II the value of 0 is set to 

zero while maintaining assumptions 2 to 5 of Experiment I. 

The optimal paths of consumption, net worth and the saving 

ratio are simulated under these assumptions, and the 

results are reported in Tables 4.6 to 4.9. It is to be 

noted that when 0 is zero, the SHCES and the QHCES 

collapse to the logarithmic and the Stone-Geary functions, 

respectively. 

Consumption 

Both the logarithmic and the Stone-Geary 

functions yield consumption profiles that increase with 

the age of the individual, as shown in column 3 of 

Tables 4.6 to 4.9. These results are depicted in 

Fi~ure 4.3 and it is clear that the level as well as 

the slope of the profiles depends on the functional f orm 

of the utility function. The standard homothetic 

logarithmic function yields a steeper profile compared 

to the Stone-Geary function. This implies that the 

logarithmic function yields relatively low levels of 

consumption when the individual is young and relatively 
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TABLE 4. 7 

Simulated Individual Paths Using Stone-Geary Utility Function 
('±' = 0.33) 

Economic 
Age 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
o 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
20 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
30 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
.. 2 
43 
44 
it~ 
40 
It7 .,8 
49 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

Labour 
Income 

1 .. 000000 
1.,020000 
1.,040400 
1.,06120b 
1.,082432 
1 .. 104081 
1.,126162 
1.,14tl680 
1.171b~9 
1.,195093 
1.218994 
1.243374 
1.26d242 
1.293007 
1.319479 
1.34~80ij 
1.372700 
1.400241 
1.42ti246 
1.450811 
1.485947 
1.515066 
1.5459dO 
1.576899 
1.008437 
1.640606 
1.673416 
1.706886 
1.741024 
1.775845 
1.811302 
1.847589 
1.884~"tl 
1.922231 
1.9b0670 
1.999890 
2.039 ti B 7 
2.08060~ 
2.122299 
2.164745 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
C.OOOOOO 

consumption 

1.124259 
1.1311ti3 
1.130174 
1.14~2J4 
1.1 ~i 302 
1.1:>9:>~9 
1.100b~0 
1.174104 
1.181572 
1.1b~053 
1.190007 
1.~04l33 
1.~11934 
1.i19710 
1.~ 27501 
1.~3541j(i 
1.24:; 4~ 2 
1.~::>l574 
1.259734 
1.L67974 
1.~70294 
1.LB4694 
1.2~Jl70 
1.301740 
1. j103db 
1.319119 
1.327935 
1.330837 
1.34 5 b~ 5 
1.354901 
1.304064 
1.373317 
1.30£659 
1.3~~O~2 
1.401617 
1.4112J4 
1.42U'145 
1.430749 
1.440649 
1 ... ::>00"::> 
1.4bu73d 
1.470930 
1.4bllLO 
1."di610 
1. 50 ~HiO 
1.:>1~693 
1.:>2j3o"i 
1.:>341tlb 
1.::> .. ::>0'12 
1.::>~0102 

Net 
Worth 

0.000000 
-.li .. ",'! 
-.£'to .. iL 
-.3"tlt:hU 
-.4 ... ':)741 
-.,:)Jj,;)Uu 
-.01U31b 
-.07';)3'14 
-.7,-70CHj 
-.700'117 
-.7'-11::>:>" 
-.0(;00'-d 
-.79jlL1 
-.70'110L 
-.7(::0031 
-.0031::>4 
-.::>7~300 
- ... 7Ji 7'1 
-.J",j .. 3d 
-.1.0000'1 
-.U(;/374 

.LO.L.'10j 

... 410j7 

.7.U .. d2 
1.Ul,.1.uu 
.L..J::>J7:> ... 
1..7i'13'11 
L.l .... u4'1 
~.:><J'1000 
.;).0'1'10:> ... 
J.043"iou 
4.£3701.~ 
... 000700 
,.,770tlO 
0.,jj11J4 
1.1.434,;)'1 
o.017dJ2 
0.'1:>7400 
'1."10,7.::3 

.L...L.u .. oUU~ 

.1.':::.'::(11'1 ... 1 
lL.'::L'12ou 
1 u • .::U 7';) ~2. 

'1.1.3"003 
0.uuOJ7ti 
0.020013 
';).';)00'10 ... 
.,.LbIO/oj 
'-.'12 .. 370 
1 .... ~oL'L 

.uuuOUO 

Saving 
Hatio 

-.124~5~ 
-.11 .... jj 
-.,10 .. 10 ... 
-. \)'1 ,j:>.L,;) 
-.,0d~"J .. 
-.u/u'1"to 
-.0';)9000 
- •. 0"0000 
-.Uj .. .i..~'1 
-.0,-11';)'1 
-.uv/all 
.uO~ooo 
.ul'1t>02 
.03 .. 1:)4 
.0"07,-':) 
."O,jJ:>O 
.v700Ji 
.U'i,j'1£';) 
• ..I.U'I"4~ 
.l.,-';)O'il 
.l .. v'1t..O 
• ..I.';)OOti .. 
.17~<.Jol 
.ltl'11,,0 
.LO:>JO'1 
.t..2lo .. 7 
.~31'i':)';) 
.t..j .. ~07 
e£.70::>63 
_'-doO'::L 
.,jOJ0~::> 
.31'11':)L 
.';';::>1.07 
.J':)111.1 
• jo 0'1..;0 
.jdL':)O~ 
.';'100,;)b 
.... lJjoJ 
... 2.0::>~'" 
.'1",';;"'0'1 

-.l..'1'iLO"O 
-£..~7'170 .. 
-'-.0.:::770' 
-,j.U(j~3u';) 
-J.oo'11::>3 
- ... :>3'10-1'::: 
-':).010000 
-1.'1'105'10 

-lL.~Oa703 
-,:::':).uuuOwu 

The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, 9 = 0.02, 
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TABLE 4.8 

Simulated Individual Paths Using Stone-Geary Utility Function 
('¥ = 0.66) 

Economic 
Age 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
20 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
4t4 
't5 
't6 
41 
4d 
't~ 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

Labour 
Income 

1.000000 
1.020000 
1.040400 
1.061l08 
1.062432 
1.10itObl 
1.120162 
1.14tioti6 
1.1716~9 
1.19~0~3 
1.21894"t 
1.24t3374 
1.26ti2"t2 
1.293607 
1.319479 
1.34~868 
1.37271;0 
1."t002"t1 
1."t2ti240 
1.450811 
1.485941 
1.51:>606 
1.,4,:)9bO 
1 • .,76899 
1.60b437 
1.640006 
1.6734!b 
1.7068ub 
1.7410l4 
1.775845 
1.811362 
1.d47589 
l.d IH54t 1 
1.922231 
1.960676 
1.999890 
2.03~Bu7 
2.0806b5 
2.122299 
2.164745 
C.OOOOOO 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000.000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Consumption 

1.lbb7bS 
1.1~' 34 ~ 
1.19!>9itO 
1.199509 
1.LO.,jL.:j't 
1.LU6~.:j't 
1.210670 
1. ,14t4't3 
1.,lb2,Z 
1.,2,0'10 
1.LL~9bl 
1.22~90L 
1.L33d01 
1.,.j/b';)'-J 
1. L41 B~" 
1.,"t';)971 
1.2,OOuo 
1.L';)4tL'tl 
1.2S64t.:j7 
1.L64::673 
1.'069:>0 
1.,71,04 
1., 7 ~o.JO 
1.2bOO.,j3 
1.'d4t479 
1.LOU~00 
1.2'13,01 
1.,90077 
1.30.c:6'1d 
1.,j073o"t 
1 •. H,070 
1.,jlol:u3 
1 • .JZ1630 
.i.. 32 04uo 
I.J313d' 
1.330],7 
1.341319 
1.3't0300 
1.3'.1.4,:)0 
1 • .,j~bSU'-J 
1.30177ti 
1.Jo701b 
1.37,3ud 
1.3770';)0 
1 • .J0.30't't 
1. JI) tl't'lO 
1.,j '-J 390 '1 
1.3'1'i~<tl 
1.'tO'l't7 
1.'tlOdOd 

Net 
Worth 

u.000000 
-.1tlo7(Jj 
- • .:jbUO 01 
-.!;)Ju'1od 
-.0"10000 
-.o't70 .. ~ 
-.~b"t4\J't 

-L.1002 ()d 
-L.,lu370 
-l • .;l.,jlu't 
-l..';'j';l.';)7 
-1.4t';).:>'i7"t 
-l.';)Ou 7"t1 
-1. ';)L03 ~rJ 
-J..::>jl.o~d 
-1. ~ 1';) 3eU 
-1.'t70J.01 
-J..41£::"t't';) 
-1 • .,j£,'1<tj 
-J..£Uo():>l 
-.1..uoUl.~';) 

-.Ou.:s';)o:> 
-.07 .. ';)1.U 
-."t.:jJ.1.<t1 
- • .J.::>l:>LO 

.i.oo.,j71 
• ,;)£::"to 70 
.'ii..!>~7 .. 

1 • .,:)71 .. uo 
J.. 0 o't:> U 0 
,.4t(;7o:>' 
3.U(;.:S£::'t't 
.,j.0';)"tl.:S0 
<t • .:jO';£::vU 
';). J. ,j.,j't lit 
';).ltoo.i.Uo 
o.o]uJ'I.J 
1.0'tj717 
o.OIt.lO,;)j 

lu.ultl370 
14.."L,7LOO 
lV • .,jl"t:>70 

'f • .,:)ou1't't 
o • .,jo.::L'tl 
7 • .:j 1'1001 
o.,.::ooOU 
!>.Utl'f'toL 
.,j.O'l'iu:>i. 
,.o';)!>"t7't 
1. • .,j:;o:><to 

.u(JuOi.JO 

Saving 
Ratio 

-.10070:> 
-.i7700';) 
-.1000, U 
-.i.!>.:H~'1 
-.1'tL07i. 
- • .It.17'il 
-.11.:j~'i.1. 
-.U'l'loUO 
-.Od"td'li. 
-.uo'10'6 
-.U';).;'11';) 
-.0.1777 .. 
-.0'::l,'::9 
-.uU<t3u7 
.u1i.~o7 
.U.:jU';)o't 
.U'to't:;)'t 
.UO'DOU 7 
.UIj't'l'i' 
.lO.,jS77 
.12,~3.:S2 .1 .. 1", 
• J.o1J2.l. 7 
.~7'1t.U" 
• .l.'I,j.,j'il 
.£::.1.1:>u6 
• .c:300u!> 
.':::>:)0:>1 
.i..7"t0J.o 
.''1.j'tou 
• .,j.1..::L.L.U 
.j,ju7o':: 
.j't~'l/"t 
.30730't 
• .,jO:>.,j.,j.L 
... OJu!>o 
.'t'\/:>'':: 
... .Jl7J..3 
• 't';)"tO.l.:> 
... 71L.l't 

-t.. U j,:3ui. 
-,.jl_u.l.';) 
-~.oo:I'::'17 
-.,j • .lI(~ooj 
-j.li."Itlu3 
- ... :>7c:oo' 
-J.6'tl<t'';) 
-1.'17:;S'10 

-1'.'£::CI71'1 
-t.:>. UOl.IOUO 

The computations asswne T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, 

n = 0.015, r = 0.04, p = 0.03, 0 = 0.00 and w = 0.66. 
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TABLE 4.9 

Simulated Individual Paths Using Stone-Geary Utility Function 
(If = 0.90) 

Economic Labour 
Age Income 

1 1.000000 
2 1.0l0000 
3 1.040400 
4 1.06U~08 
5 1.Od2432 
6 1.10 .. 081 
1 1.120162 
8 1.14ti080 
9 1.111659 

10 1.19~093 
11 1.21ti994 
12 1.243~l74 
13 1.26tiZ42 
14 1.293601 
15 1.319419 
16 1.345808 
11 1.3727bo 
18 1.400~~41 
19 1.42b(~4b 
20 1.450g11 
21 1.485941 
22 1.51~606 
23 1.,45980 
l4 1.570U'19 
25 1.60d.,37 
26 1.0401>00 
27 1.073.,16 
28 1.700880 
19 1.741024 
30 1. 77~n45 
31 1.8113b2 
32 1.d47~)b9 
33 l.3d4:>4l 
34 1.'122l~l 
35 1.'1001>16 
36 1.999d90 
37 ~.039d87 
38 2.080b85 
39 2.122299 
40 2.164745 
41 0.000000 
42 0.000000 
43 0.000000 
44 0.000000 
45 0.000000 
46 0.000000 
47 0.000000 
48 0.000000 
49 0.000000 
50 0.000000 
51 

Consumption 

1.L3~713 
1. L 3b tiL 7 
1.L379::>1 
1.l390ti~ 
1.,40231 
1.l413tHi 
1.'4'!>~7 
1.2437JO 
1.l449,7 
1.l4bl,j0 
1.,47344 
J..L48571 
1.L4'1809 
1.251059 
1. i.:) i. 3L 1 
1.2:'35'15 
I.L:>4dd2 
I.L~)(;)1tH 
1. L:> 7 4'i 3 
1.L5ti818 
l.2b()1~!> 
1.ib151J0 
1.20LtioY 
1.L04240 
1.L05b.Jo 
1.'::070-.0 
1.Lod457 
1.lo'1titi9 
1.l7.1.)]3 
1.L7L7'i3 
1.L742bb 
1.i.7':;)153 
1.L772.55 
l.l7ti77L 
1.2tS0303 
1.2d1049 
1.i03410 
1.lti4960 
1.26057ti 
1.26blb~ 
1. Lti'HS07 
1.2'114"0 
1.29.JIOO 
J..L'1 .. 770 
1.2904::>7 
1.L'iol00 
1.2.'-J9h7'-J 
1.30101b 
1. 3U.J 309 
1.305139 

Net 
Worth 

0.000000 
-.,y)7.1.3 
-."toi'1o'i 
-.o71'i'io 
-.oOL'1'1~ 

-.1..070J.14 -1., :>0 .. 07 
-1.4L,j1.::0 
-.1..~7::>0'1:> 
-1./1.1.307 
-l.o)Ud:>'i 
-J.. '1.JL .... "t 
-2.U1"'1,j7 
-~.u771ul 
-~.J.17c),j/j 
-L.13:>105 
-~.ll6j1'1 
-,.U'1::>:>"t/j 
-L.Vj~JJ.O 
-J..'1":>'10'i 
-l..OL~tSJ.:' 
-1.07JU~~ 
-1.-'0::>617 
-.1. .,0L.I.,j'1 

-.'19'1'i12. 
-.b'-l7170 
- • .J!>l."'1l. 

.U.J'I .. iO 

... 77'io:> 

.'1007'1::> 
1.:>Oo~1'i 
L •. dJ::>'i::>:> 
L./oLOL'1 
.Je .. I'17"10 
"t.~OL"-'O 
::>.ll.jjl'i 
o.u 3::> 0'1 L 
7.U3.j6U:> 
o • .1.lu 0:> 0 
'1.,7..1.0l1 

.LU.~lo".lL 
'1.04'1J .. l 
0.7'tjooo 
l.oUu::>LJ 
0.bl.777 .. 
:>.I'1 .. 0L7 
"t.7t.7bL'i 
.J.0100:>4 
,.":>'1'1i,j 
1.,:>4-141 

.UvUUOu 

Savi.ng 
Rati.o 

-. ,,j':) 713 
-.Ll.HHj/j 
-.L1l.3'1:> 
-.l'1ClL"O 
-.1.6 .. "t.JU 
-.1,0'1'117 
-.J.:>"td'1b 
-.lJ'-J20l 
- • .l.LL'i10 
-. U.JbOol 
-.J/jbbb1 
-.U7u7 .. :> 
-.0:>L34' 
-.OJ.J"oo 
-.V14L ... l. 

.U0';)"41 

... L:> .. :>O 

.0"t';)7';)'J 

.ub03,j't 
e...;o/1.J3 
.1001.1.7 
.1L'1'::-.l 
.l:>U"tbti 
.17J..7:>"t 
.l.'j,jOoO 
.lJ."3"t:> 
.,J:>:>7"t 
.2:>0707 
.L77710 
.L'iO:>:>O 
• _"n"11 'i .. 
• .J,j'101.J 
.Y:J'117'i 
.J 7'1000 
• .J'i'-iL::>U 
.-.ltl:>.1.U 
.-.,j(4L7 
• "t:>:>'i6"t 
... 7 .. .lo::> 
.4'1.1.'1::>0 

-L.vo::>:>'I:> 
-t..J"t:>'1"tJ 
-L.0'i71.03 
-.J.1.'f'10t.7 
-..l./"J,j-joO 
--. .0U.1.LO:> 
-:>.o7.J/j .. :> 
-7 • '-J '10 0 I 0 

-.LL.t."tO.:Jo" 
-,:>.u00000 

NOTK: The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, 

n = 0.015, r = 0.04, p = 0.03, 6 = 0.00, and y = 0.90. 
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high levels when old, compared to the Stone-Geary 

function. Furthermore, the age-consumption profile is 

sensitive to the value of '¥. Figure 4.3 demonstrat:es 

that the slope of the profile becomes flatter as the 

value of '¥ becomes larger. This result is consistent 

with the findings of Experiment I. 

Net Worth 

Setting the parameter 0 to zero yields a net 

worth profile that is consistent with the predictions 

of the Tobin Model, regardless of whether the utility 

function is specified as a logarithmic or as a Stone-

Geary fWlction. However, the implications of assuming 

alternative functional forms are reflected in the profile 

levels as well as the periods of negative net worth. 

60 

From Figure 4.4 it is clear that the period of negative 

net worth associated with the logarithmic function is 

shorter t:han that associated with the Stone-Geary function. 

Moreover,. as the value of '±' increases from 0.0 to 0.9, the 

period of negative net worth persists for a longer period. 

The age of the minimum net worth as well as its value 

varies, depending on the form of function employed.. 
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Saving Ratios 

Both the logarithmic and the Stone-Geary 

utility functions yield individual saving ratios that 

are negative before retirement, as shown in column 5 

of Tables 4.6 to 4.9. The period of negative saving 

is shorter in the case of the logarithmic function than 

in the case of the Stone-Geary function. The level as 

well as the slope of the profile is also sensitive to 

the functional form of the utility function. 

4.4 AGGREGATION OF THE MICRO-RELATIONSHIPS 

Once consumption, net worth and income of all 

individuals of all ages are known, the corresponding 

aggregate values for any period t are calculated by 

aggregating each variable over all persons alive in that 

period. Assuming population to grow at a constant rate 

n .per annum, aggregation proceeds as follows: 

(4.1) = 

** Aggregate consumption Ct is calculated in 

equation (4.1) b y multiply ing the consumption of an 

individual of age T by the relative number of persons 

of each age and aggregating them over all cohorts. 
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** The aggregate values of net worth At and 

** total income Yt are computed in a similar way using 

equations (4.2) and (4.3): 

** 
T T-. (4.2) At = 2 (1 + n) a 

• =1 • 

and 

** 
R 

n)T-·w 
T 

+ n)T-T r (4. 3) Yt = I (1 + + I (1 a 
.=1· T .=1 T 

Aggregate saving is calculated by subtracting 

total consumption from total income as shown in equation 

(4.4): 

(4.4) 

4.5 THE INTEREST ELASTICITY OF SAVING 

In a challenge to the widely held view that 

the interest elasticity of saving is low, Su.'TIITlers 

(1981) claimed to have formulated a realistic life-

cycle model yielding a large and positive interest 

elasticity of saving. In fact, he made t..~e strong 

claim that "the theory when formulated realistically 

implies interest elasticities well in excess of u.."1i ty" 

(1981, p. 534). This claim has been questioned by 

Evans (1983), who showed that with negative time 



preferences the interest elasticities are lower. 

In this section, first I shall examine the 

sensitivity of Summers' results to alternative 

functional forms of the utility function. Second, I 

shall point out some errors in Evans' paper and provide 

correct results for the saving elasticities, savinq 

rates, and wealth-income ratios. 

Summers' Results 

As mentioned earlier, the theoretical life

cycle model based on a QHCES function is far more general 

than Su~nersi model, which is based on the SHCES 

function. One of the advantages of a QHCES function is 

that it yields the SHCES function as a special case when 

subsistence consumption is specified to be zero. The 

interest elasticity of saving and the saving rates 

obtained using these functions can be compared. In 

order tor Summers' claim to be credible, his result:s 

must be robust to plausible changes in functlonal fOrill. 

To put it differently, the incorporation of subsistence 

consumption into Summers' model should not lead to 

results that are significantly different from those 

which he reported. 
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The interest elasticities and saving ra-tes 

corresponding to those of Summers can be read from 

the first row of each block in Table 4.10 (the rows 

with ~ = 0) for various values of r. Within each 
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block, it is clear that the elasticity declines as the 

subsistence level increases. The results in Table 4.10 

indicate that Surmners' conclusion is by no means insensi

tive to changes in functional specification of the 

utility flli"1ction and that negative interest elasticities 

of saving are not implausible. 

The incorporation of subsistence consumption 

into Summers' model implies that the individual is 

constrained in his ability to trade off current and 

future consumption in response to interest rate c::1anges. 

The intertemporal substitution effect is limited to 

discretionary consumption in the case of the QHCES utility 

function, fu"1d thus may be weaker than the corresponding 

effect with the SCRES function. The income effect, on 

the other hand, depends on whether the individual 

dissaves or not when young, and the size of his net 

worth which, in turn, depends on the level of su:osis

tence consumption. With significant dissaving in youth, 

the income effect of an interest rate change, which 

works to lower consumption,may not be obvious in the 
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TABLE 4.10 

INTEREST ELASTI CITIES OF SAVING A.~D SAVING RATES 

Value of T 
Values 0.0.f O.OQ O. lj 8 

of Saving Saving Saving Saving Saving Saving 
Block (; \jJ Elasticity Rate Elasticity Rate Elasti ci ty 

0.00 3.97 0.11 2.50 0.24 2.60 
#1 0.5 O. 3~) 3.86 0.08 2.48 0.19 2.57 

0.66 3.55 0.04 2.42 0.11 2.50 
0.90 2.05 0.02 2.01 0.03 1. 91 

0.00 3.55 0.06 2.14 0.13 2.06 

#2 0.0 
0.3:; 3.33 0.03 2.11 0,09 2. as 
0.66 2.67 0.02 2.01 0.05 2.00 
0.90 -0.66 0.01 -0.53 0.01 1. 19 

0.00 3.25 0.04 1. 94 0.09 1. 76 

#3 -0.5 
0.33 2.90 0.03 1. 90 0.06 1. 75 
0.66 1. 86 0.01 1. 72 o. 0:., 1. 73 
0.90 -3.65 O.OO-l * '* * 
0.00 2.96 0.03 1. 82 0.06 1. 60 

#4 -1.0 
0.33 :2.49 0.02 1. 78 0.04 1. 60 
0.66 1. 06 0.01 1. 45 0.02 1. 58 
0.90 -7.05 0.002 * * * 

0.00 2.43 0.02 1. 65 0.04 1. 4<-1 

#5 -2.0 
0.33 1. 70 0.01 1. 51 0.02 1. 4-1· 
0.66 -0.60 0.01 0.47 0.01 1. 4:3 
0.90 -15.67 0.001 * * * 

NOTES: The computations assume T = 50, R = 40, g = 0.01, n = 0.015, 
and p := 0.03. The saving Tate is calculated Telative to total 
income. 

What S'JmmeTS calls y in his papeT is identical to c5 in the 
pTesent study. 

Individual subsistence consumption is a function of ~, the 
latteT being defined as in Section 4.2. 

AsteTisks indicate negative saving Tates. 

Rate 

0.29 
0.25 
0.17 
0.05 

0.18 
0.14 
0.07 
0.01 

'0.13 
0.09 
0.04 

* 
0.09 
0.06 
0.02 

* 

0.06 
0.03 
0.01 

* 



Value 
of jJ 

1.0 

2.0 

3.U 

4.0 

NlllTES: 

TAl) [I' 4. 1 l : lNTFREST rLASTlr:1TIES OJ.' SAVTNG, SAVING RATES, 
~--------

AND WEALTII-INCO/>'IE RATIOS ( Corresponding to 
---

(l) : p =: -0.0:' (2) : p =: O.(J(J ( 3) p 
Saving Saving Weri! th/ Saving Saving Wealth/ Saving 

E 1 as t i C1 t Y Rate Income Elasticity Ibte Income Elasticity 

O. 71 d.31 ~. 17 (l.99 0.21 ().O:.; 3.55 
(0. 70) (d. 31) . (~J. 17) (1.11)* (0.34)"· (9.83)* (3.55) 

().49 ,).19 5.46 O. H 0.11 3.26 2.83 
(0.4 S) lu.19) (5 . -~6) (0.74) (O.ll) (3.25) (3.24)* 

0.35 0.13 J.bl 0.56 0.08 2.21 2.35 
(0.41)* (0.15)* (4.49) * (0.56) (O.llS) (2.21) (2.97)* 

0.2:5 U.1O 2.91 0.41 0.06 1. 6 7 1. So 
(0.3·1)* lO.l.3)* (3.<)1)* (0.40) l 0. Ub) (1. (7) (1. 9U) * 

The cOlllputations asslime T =: 50, R =: 40, g =: 0.02, n =: 0.015, 
and r = U. ().1, The saving rates and the wealth-income ratios are 
calculated relati.ve to total income. Figures in parentheses are 

Table 1 of Evans) 

=: +(J . 03 
Saving Wealth! 

Rate Income 

(0.06) (1.64) 
(O.Oh) (1.64) 

O.U3 0.82 
(0.04)*(1.09)* 

0.02 0.54 
( () . 03) * ( 0 . 82) * 

(J.Ol 0.40 
lO.01) (0.40) 

those reported by Evans (1983, Table 1, p.,IOl). Asterisks lildicate 
errors in his reported results. 



Value 
of ~ 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

NOTE: 

TABLE 4.12: INTEREST ELASTICITIES OF :JAVING, SAVlNG RATES, AND WEAL'l11-INCOME RATIOS ------
(Corresponding to Tahle 2 of Evans) 

(1) : Q -0.03 (2): r = (l.00 (3) : p = +0.03 
Saving Saving Wealth/ Saving Saving Weal tId Saving Saving I"'e a IthT" 
Elast iei ty "Rate Income El'asticity Rate Income Elasticity Rate Income 

0.73 0.21 10.47 0.9] (0.15) 7.40 1. 87 0.06 3.16 
({) '7""11 
\.V. I':') (0.21) (l0.47) (O.~O) (U. 15) 17·40) (1.91)* (O.Db) (3.16) 

0.47 0.13 b.84 0.57 0.09 4.71 LOci 0,05 2.37 
(0.4(i) (0. 13) (6.84) lO.56) (0.09) (4.71) (1.04) (0.05) (2.37) 

0.30 . 0,10 5.24 0.37 0,07 3. 70 0.62 0.04 2.10 
(0.30) (0.10) (5.24) (0.35) * (0. (7) (3. 70) (0.61) (0.04) (2.10) 

0.19 0.09 4.38 0.23 0.06 3.18 0.37 0.04 1.97 
(0.19) (0.09) (4.38) (0.23) (0.06 ) (3. 18) (0.36) (0.04) (1. 97) 

0.11 0.08 S.P,4 0.13 0.06 2.86 0.20 0.04 1.89 
(0.11) (0.08) (3.84) (0.13) (0.06) (2.86) (0.20) (0.04) (1. 89) 

The computations assume T = SO, R = 40, g = 0.0], n = 0.01, and r = 0.04. 
The saving rates and the wealth-income ratios are calculated relative to total 
income. Hgures in parentheses are those reported by Evans (1983, Table 2, 
p. 401). Asterisks indicate errors in his reported results. 

0'1 
co 
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presence of subsistence consumption. Th us, the net, 

effect of a change in interest rate on consumption is 

much less certain in the QHCES than in the SHCES case. 

Evans i Rl=sults 

Parameter values are assigned to the theoretical 

model presented in chapter 3, based on the same assurnptions 

2 as those made by Evans . 

In an attempt to duplicate the results 

reported by Evans in his Tables 1 and 2 (p. 401), I 

repeated his experiments and both my results and his 

are reported in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 of the present 

study. Except for minor errors, presumably the result 

of rounding, 'the results in Table 2 of Evans are 

consistent with mine. However, Table 1 of Evans 

contains a number of substantial errors, as indicat:ed 

in my Table 4.11 by asterisks 3 . The magnitude of the 

errors ranges from 0.02 to 0.62 in the interest 

elasticity of saving, 0.01 to 0.13 in the saving rate, 

and 0.27 to 3.80 in the wealth/income ratio. 

My corrections demonstrate that the interest 

elasticity of saving is likely to be less than what 

Evans suggested. 
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4.5 ANALYSIS OF TRANSITION PATHS 

In studying the interest elasticity of saving, 

Summers confined his analysis to steady-state situations. 

The transitional adjustment of the aggregate saving ratio 

resulting from a shock that ultimately leads to a new 

steady s1:.ate can provide valuable information. Observa-

tion of an aggregate variable during transition can 

provide insight into the behaviour of the variable that 

may not be obvious from an examination of the steady 

state alone. Evans incorporated this type of analysis 

in his 1983 paper. My objective is to examine the effect 

of an interest rate shock on the aggregate saving ratio 

and to examine the transition path that occurs following 

the shock under alternative assumptions about the functional 

form of ~:.he u·tili ty function. By comparing the resulting 

adjustment paths, it is possible to shed further light 

on the important role of functional form. 

The economy is initially in a steady stat:e. 

This stiuation is then disturbed by introducing an 

increase of 2 percentage points in the interest rate from 

4 to 6 percent, and maintaining the rate at the new leve 1. 

The initial steady states, as well as the transition 

paths that lead to the new steady states, are reported 

in Tables 4.13 and 4.14. 
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Table 4.13 shows how the aggregate saving 

ratio adjusts from its initial steady state value 

follow ing an interest rate shock when the utility 

function embodying the preferences of the individual is 

loga rithmic, as shown in column 2, and when it 1S Stone

Geary, as shown in columns 3 to 5. Regardless of the 

functional specification of the utility function, the 

adj ustment process from the initial steady state is gradual. 

It is complete only when all the cohorts that were alive 

at the time of the shock have died. (This finding has 

been noted also by Evans, 1983.) This, 50 years are 

required before a new steady state is obtained. 

In the case of the logarithmic utility function, 

the initial steady state aggregate saving ratio is about 

5.6 percent. Following the shock, this value increases 

to 21.3 percent, as shown by row 2 in column 2 of 

Table 4.13. During the transition period, the saving 

ratio gradually declines until it achieves a new steady 

state level of 13.4 percent. 

In the case of a Stone-Geary utility function, 

the initial steady state aggregate saving ratio depends 

on the value of the parameter ~ , as shown by row 1 and 

columns 3 to 5. When ~ is specified to be 0.33, the 

effec t of a 2 percentage point increase in the interest 



TABLE 4.13 

ADJUSTMENT PATH FROM ONE STEADY STATE TO ANOTHER FOLLOWING A 
CHANGE IN 'I'HE INTEREST RATE (from 4 to 6 percent per year) 

(8 = 0.0) 

SAVING RATES 

SrONE-GEARY UTILITY FUNCTION 
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Logarithmic 
Utility 

Period Function 
~~--------------------------------------------------

'11=0.33 1'=0.66 '11=0.90 

o .~55i}91 .:38328 .J19735 .'J05779 
1 .2126c.9 .~42862 .l6L.398 .COS581 
i.. .210528 .139670 .J637(0 .:049:3 
3 .ZU9426 • .1.33485 .J6:3027 .:D4298 
'+ .. ~GE,3c.3 .137313 .'62383 oJG3742 
5 • :: G L.·2 9 7 • 135158 • C 61 776 • J G ;) 2 5J. 
o .2J2:273 • .:.35027 .16:210 • 'JC2831 
7 .20{'297 .133926 .26C692 .)02487 
8 .1.93358 .132862 .~6[229 .G02Z23 
9 • .1.9646& .13184u .J598"7 .:G2G59 

10 .:94627 .13C867 .J5949c. .001989 
11. .::'9'~8i.t8 • .:.29952 • J59236 • -,02G24 
12 .t91.1~5 • .:..29068 .J59029 .:02133 
13 .:'83381 .i2b2Cl .'J5e855 .-::0231.1 
14 • 1 8 7 66 :, • 1 2 7 3 3 7 oj 5 8 6 98 0 ~ CJ c: 5 C: 7 
15 0 .. 8~)951 • .:.2f468 .'j5855J .002775 
16 .18423ii .125588 .)5~4GG .]03045 
17 .:8'~50G .124690 .:562'+4 • .,03328 
18 .~3Q756 .123772 .~58077 .J03619 
19 .~7B995 .:22832 .J57ag~ .~03912 
~O .~7i'226 .121868 .057692 .:J042(;1 
21 .~7543~ .:2C880 .J57469 .~G44B~ 
22 .173636 .119867 .J57224 .J04757 
23 .171822 .:1gB30 .j5b955 .]050:7 
2... .:.6:,99., .1.:..777-;; .)56662 .~05262 
25 .16~16Q .116689 .J56345 .:05488 
26 .166313 .115587 .iJ56C03 .~05696 
27 .:.6'.473 .:14467 .J55637 .JC5SS3 
28 .:!.6!:627 .:1:;332 .';55245 .JOE:G43 
29 .1607B~ .:12134 ,:'4~J5 .:06:..91 
30 .:5g943 .111027 .J'4404 .~OE311 
31 .157126 .:09864 .:53953 .J054G7 
32 .15532U .:O~69B .853485 .~G~4~O 
33 .:,,:)536 .1\)7534 .::;,3GGl .,]G'::533 
34 .i'1779 .:'06376 .:52505 .~a6557 
35 .:50055 .:05229 .~520Gu .. ~GIS562 
36 .~4B372 .104098 .~51488 .JQ6546 
37 .146734 .102988 .~5G972 .=05511 
33 .145151 .~Gi9G6 .J5C458 .~G6457 
39 .1i.t5629 .10C857 .J49948 .:06385 
~O .:42177 .J99849 .049447 .JOG30~ 
~~ .:4J803 .~Y8837 .~489tG .~J6~U9 
42 .L33516 .~97g51 .~~8493 .JGG1CS 
.. 3 • :. 33 32 7 • : 9 7 136 • ) '+ E' G 4:1 • : 0 I) 995 
... 4 .1.372o+i.t .~9b3'63 .0-+7636 .::058~3 
45 • .:.36250 .J95673 .J47260 .]G i3773 
46 .133444 .J9SG6S .J4S927 .JC56S8 
'+ 7 • 1. 3 4. 7:; J • ] 9'+ 561 • ~ '+ 664,+ • 0 0 :: '574 
48 .~3~ZO~ .~9 ... 165 .~464ZD .:05494 
4Y .133835 .J93090 .J46261 .J05436 
50 .1336 .. 0 .J93746 .J46173 .:05403 

.-------------------------------------------------------~-~~~--

NOTE: The computations are based on the assumption that 

T - 50, R = 40, 9 = 0.02, n = 0.015, 8 = 0.00, and 

r:; -- 0.03. 



rate is to raise the steady state saving ratio from 3.8 

percent to 14.1 percent. Similarly, when f is set to 

0.66, the steady state saving ratio increases from 2.0 

to 6.4 percent. However, when f is assigned a value of 

0.90, the steady state saving ratio (0.53 percent, 

initially) shows a slight decline instead of an increase. 
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The adjustment process following the shock. that 

is associated with the Stone-Geary utility function depends 

on the value of f. When this parameter is specified to 

take values of 0.33 and 0.66, the resulting transition 

paths exhibit gradual declines in the saving ratio. The 

new steady state ratio is higher than the initial one. 

When f is specified to be 0.90, the saving rate declines 

and remai::1s below its initial steady state value for ten 

periods. Thereafter, the saving rate gradually increases, 

attains i·ts maximum value, and then starts to decline. 

Comparison of column 2 with columns 3 to 5 

reveals three important facts. First, the response of 

the aggregate saving ratio to the shock varies, depending 

on whether the m:ili ty function is logarithmic or St:one

Geary. In general, it is true that the responsiveness 

is greater in the logarithmic than in the Stone-Geary 

case. If f is large, it is possible for the saving ratio 

in period 1 to be smaller than the initial steady sta.te 

value in the case of the Stone-Geary function, as 



demonstrated in column 5 of Table 4.13. Second, the 

adjustment path that follows the shock does not have to 

be characterized by a continuous decline in the saving 

ratio. Third, it is possible tor the aggregate saving 

ratio to be lower in the new steady state than in the 

initial one, depending on the utility function employed. 

To gain further insight into the implications 

of alterna ti ve functional forms for saving, I repeated 

the experiment using the SHCES and the QHCES functions. 

The initial state as well as the transitional saving 

ratios al~e reported in Table 4.14. The results confirm 

again that responsiveness to the shock depends on t.he 

form of t:he utility func"cion. 
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The above analysis demonstrates that an 

identical shock to the interest rate may generate differ

ent transitional as well as ultimate saving ratios when 

the utili ty fw'1ctions di ffer. This additional informa

tion about the implications of functional form is missing 

in studies that confine their analysis to steady state 

situations. 



TABLE 4.14 

ADJUSTMENT PATH FROM ONE STEADY STATE TO ANOTHER FOLLOWING A 

CHANGE IN THE INTEREST RATE (from 4 to 6 percent per year) 

(6 = 1.00) 
SAVING RATES 

---------- Q H C E S 

Period SHCES '1';::: 0.33 1!'=0.66 '1'=0.90 

0 .lJ94(;6 • ] 7658j .L4C778 • ~!2673 1 ... 03539 .2364~3 .146419 • :36191 2: • '+u 5531 .285626 .1.48443 .J35675 
.j .~O2647 .:84698 .1 .. 8403 .j35167 .. .;j9535 • 25.3'E.5';1 .1-+5291 .~34667 
5 .3'36482 .2d252C .1.48123 • J34157 
0 .3Q3316 .':8::..290 ... 479L7 • J337~7 7 • ~901~ ... .~79982 .147654 • :33329 a • ~8f855 .~7e6r6 .147376 .:3297:" 
'3 • ),53578 .277~73 .!. ... 7G,j4 .)325>;0 1Q .3,3G281 .2756'36 .: .. 6791 • =32 ... 78 

.l~ .::;76975 .?.741.87 • ~46511 · J32366 l2 .?736:9 .27'-52.7 .:4CZ22 .J3,Z25 13 .')lCZf:2 .2710~3 .1.459C8 • J323~8 :..'+ .~66834 .2693C7 .145556 .:32391 
:..5 .:633 ... 3 .Zb75~!' .1. 4 5:' 59 .~3Z473 
16 • '~;'598C3 .265672 .1447C9 .:32575 :..7 • -:56193 .263727 .:4~2G3 .:32690 
ld • ~'5252G .:::61E:97 .:43635 • j32B~2 1.':1 • );.87~3 .':::59579 .: ... 3QOtt .'132933 2D • ',4Lt9td .~57376 .:42303 • ]33D54 
2~ • ",,-+i122 .. ~55G88 .:.4:..546 .:3:::'60 22 .<~72G3 .'::52719 .1 ... 0717 • ~3~2r::,7 23 • :::3::223 .::5G271 .':'39821 • J33353 2 ... • ';~92G4 .247747 .:35839 __ 3::425. 
25 .325132 .~45152 .:37832 • J3347iJ 26 .::;~iC20 .2 .. 24'30 .':'36742 .~3~495 
27 • \16",72 .:3::;766 .13559l ."J23496 
28 .~12697 .236987 .:34382 .'=33473 
~9 • :lJ5502 .234159 .:33117 .J3341S 30 .:!Q ... 295 .~31289 .:..3:8G1 <""~"~ ....... ""' ... 0..) 31 • )IJC086 .228386 • .l.3C437 .j3322J 
32 .~95885 .225458 .:23031 .J3:C70 33 .291.7G4 .2225:5 .127588 .w!3'-9C2 3-+ .287555 .219568 .:26114 .~326,?6 
35 .'::~::454 .216626 .124617 • ]32'+61 -!: - .2"79414 .. ~127(:3 .:221C5 .:32197 ... 0 
37 .275453 .21C8Z4 .:21585 .J3~9C7 .. 33 .27:'589 .20799:; .:21:C68 • ;31592 
3" .267841 .2G5222 .::i.5564 • :3~255 ,+0 .254233 .202539 .1.17086 • :3CSGl 
'+- .c:6C787 .:99961 .::56 .. 5 • j3C534 ... 2 .2 137530 ._975Q9 .':':42;58 .:~[i59 
.. 3 .2 1344B9 .:932[7 • _12939 • ~2:376J ..... .2 151f'34 .193G50 .~1:7G5 • J29414 
"+::> • :4.9179 .~9:1S6 .~lD576 .J2'3[cu 
'+0 .2'.6'379 .1'3?£..64 .:09572 • :2e730 47 .2451~~ .:1.88£:36 .:'05716 • =2~)433 ... a • ~i,+3677 .i.5E907 .':'05(31 .:2!3195 .. -3 .2Lt266J .:56114 .:'D7546 • J2;~[ii5 50 .2·:.21;::6 .185696 .107287 .J27917 

NOTE: The computations are based on the assumption that 
IT' = 50, R = 40, g = 0.02, n = 0.015, <5 = 0.100, and .l. 

p = 0" 0 3. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Chapter 4 

1. In -the literature, there are two well known life
cycle net worth profiles, usually referred to as 
the Modigliani-Brumberg Model and the Tobin l-1odel. 
According to the former, the net worth profile 
starts at zero, rises with age until retirement, 
and then declines to zero; according to the Tobin 
model, net worth starts from zero, is negative at 
young ages, becomes positive as the individual 
approaches retirement, and declines after retire
ment. Wolff (1979) illustrated these theories 
graphically as follows: 

2. 

3 . 

Net Harth 

LIFE-CYCLE WEALTH PROFILES 

(+ ) 

T 
( - ) 

where 

M-B Modigliani-Brumberg Model 

T = Tobin Moael 

Ar = Retirement Age. 

These assumptions are aiven in the notes to 
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 of the present study. 

In addition to the substantial errors there 
~~e also some,minor differences between Evans' 
19ures ~nd mlne, which are probably the result 

of ro~ndlng. The latter are not indi~ated by 
asterlsks. ~ 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONSUMPTION-LEISURE CHOICES AND THE 

INTEREST ELASTICI'I'Y OF SAVING 

The theoretical life-cycle model developed in 

chapter :3 assumes that an individual maximizes his 

consulnption of market goods subject to a lifetime budget 

constraint. Moreover, it assumes that the individual 

labour supply is fixed and that therefore the individual's 

income st:ream is exogenously determined. 

&~ alternative way of modelling the life-cycle 

behaviour of the indivicual is to view earnings as being 

an outcome of the la00clT sut?Ply decision. To capture this 

notion I incorporate consumption and leisure into the 

utility function. This allows the individual to choose 

his hours of work depending on the exogenous wage rates 

he faces over the life-cycle. 

In examining the interest elasticity of saving, 

Summers c.s well as Evans focused on a life-cycle moCiel 

in which labour supply is assumed to be tixed. This 

chapter attempts to address further Summers' claim of 

high interest elasticity of saving by relaxing the 
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assumption of exogenous labour income. My findings 

clearly show that Surmners' claim is fragile under the 

assumption of endogenous labour income. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In 

Section 5.1, the existence of steady states is discussed 

in relation to functional forms of the utility function. 

The reasons for confining my analysis to the Stone-Geary 

utility is also briefly mentioned. A theoretical life

cycle model based on the Stone-Geary utility function is 

developed in Section 5.2. 

of the model are specified. 

In Section 5.3 the parameters 

The micro-simulation results 

of the experiments are d.iscussed in Section 5.4. 

Aggregation of t~e micro relationship is considered in 

Section 5.5. The interest elasticity of saving, which 

is the key issue of the chapter, is analyzed in Section 

5.6. 
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5.1 UTILITY FUNCTIONS AND STEADY STATES 

In an article that appeared in the Journal of 

International Economics (1983), Auerbach, Kotlikoff and 

Skinner pointed out conditions under which productivity 

growth resulting from technical progress is compatible 

with a steady state when labour supply is endogenous. 

Although they did not doubt the existence of a steady 

state when productivity growth is analyzed in the context 

of fixed labour supply, as in the work of Auerbach and 

Kotlikoff (1981), they made it clear that this conclu-

sion does not hold when the assumption of inelastic 

labour supply is relaxed unless the utility function 

is Cobb-Douglas. The re~uirement is stated in their 

article as follows: 

It is impossible, in general, to retain 
this element once labour supply is endo
genous; the steady rise of wage rates 
over time is not compatible with a steady 
state unless p = I, i.e., unless the ut i lity 
function of contemporoneous consumption and 
leisure is Cobb-Douglas. 

(Auerbach, Kotlikoff and 
Skinner, 1983, p. 88.) 
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Their finding shows that a CES utility 

function is not compatible with the notion of a steady 

state under the conditions mentioned above. The 

authors did not address the issue in reference to the 

Stone-Geary utility function. If the subsistence 

consumption of successive generations for any age g~rows 

at the rate of technical progress, it is possible to 

show that the Stone-Geary utility function is consistent 

with a steady state. 

As mentioned above, it is not possible to 

employ a CES utility function if leisure is a choiC'e 

variable, and because of this, I confined my analysis 

to the Stone-Geary function. 

5.2 THE BASIC MODEL 

In this section a life-cycle model which 

takes into account the consumption-leisure choice of 

the individual is considered. The basic model ass~~es 

that the individual chooses consumption and leisure so 

as to maximize a Stone-Geary utility function of the 

form: 
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8J. 

T 
* 9, * -r -t 

(5. 1 ) U = I ( a t log Ct + a t log L
t

) (1 + p ) 
-r t= -r 

where 

* Ct 
= (C

t 
- Y t) > 0, 

* 9, 
Lt 

= (L - Y t) > 0 
t 

and T = age to which the individual will li ve, 

which he ( she) knows with certainty ; 

Ct 
= total ·consumption at age t· , 

Lt = total leisure at age t; 

Yt 
= subsistence consumption at age t; 

9, 
subsistence leisure at t; Yt 

= age 

a t = intensity parameter for consumption at 

age t; 

9, 
intensity parameter for leisure at t; a t = age 

p = rate of time preference; 

-r = individual's present age; 

U = lifetime utility as perceived at age -r . 
-r 

The Stone-Geary utility function given b y 

equation (5. 1) does not restrict preferences to be 



homothetic from the origin. Furthermore, by specifying 

the subsistence consumption and leisure parameters to 

zero, the function reduces to the standard logarithmic 

function. It is also possible to set sUbsistence 

leisure to zero while at the same time maintaining 

positive subsistence consumption. 

The individual is assumed to maximize (5.1) 

subject tO , a budget constraint of the form: 

(5.2) 

where H 

a , 

R 

r t 

Wt 

= a , 
R 

+ I 
t=, 

W H(l + r) ,-t 
t 

= total annual time endowment available 

the individual for allocation (assumed 

independent of age) ; 

= net worth of the indiVidual at the 

beginning of period , i 

= the number of years the individual 

spends in the work force i 

= after-tax rate of return i 

= wage r3.te net of tax. 

to 
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(5. 3) 

and 

(5. 4) 

where 

* c T 

* L T 

S 
T 

p = T 

E . = 
T 

= 

= 

= 

a 

[01< 
S 

°2T I T a 
T + 

£, 
S oJ a T T 

W 
DIT + T 

P E 
T T 

R 
r) ,-t + I WtH(1 + T t=T 

R 
I a~(l + p ) T-t 

t=T 

The symbol S stands for supernumerary 
T 

expendi ture, P for potential income and E for expendi-

ture on subsistence consumption and leisure. 
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Equations (5.3) and (5.4) represent the 

demand for consumption goods and leisure, respectively, 

over and above subsistence requirements. 

(5.5) 

Rewriting equation (5.4) in the following way 

L 
T 

9-= Y
T 

9-
ex. 

+.2.. 
W 

T 

1 

and subtracting the right hand side of equation (5.5) 

from the total time endowment H yields a labour supply 

equation. 

(5. 6) 

Multiplying (Ls ) by the wage rate W yields the labour 
T T 

income of an individual of age T. 
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5.3 PARAMETERIZATION OF THE HODEL 

The major components of the model that require 

careful attention in specifying the parameter values are 

the wage profile, the utility function, the discount 

factors and the rate of population growth. In all the 

experiments that follow, population is assumed to grow 

at the rate of 1.5 per cent per annum. 

Although the individual age-wage profile is 

assumed to be exogenous, it is derived on the basis of 

some empirical work. The parameters of the utility 

function are also specified on the basis of earlier 

empirical findings. I will discuss these issues in 

detail. 

Specification of the Wage Function 

Studies of the wage function that exist i n the 

literature include Hurd (1977), Holm (1970), Blinder 

(1973), Heckman (1974), Blomquist (1978), Welch (1979), 

and Nagatani and Wales (1981). These studies share a 

common view with regard to the cross-sectional age-wage 

profile. For instance, Hurd's and Holm's findings 
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suggest that wage rates for white males reach a maximum 

in the age interval 45-54. Heckman studies male indivi-

duals with 10-12 years of schooling and found the wage 

profile to reach a maximum at ages 48-50. These studies 

seem to suggest the existence of a peak in the cross-

sectional wage profile. Taking this finding into 

consideration, it is possible to construct the lifetime 

wage function for the individual. Blinder suggested a 

methodology that leads to the derivation of this 

function . 

... if the wage rate is considered to be a 
function of both age A (due to seniority, 
experience, and the like), and calendar time 
t (due to technological improvements not 
embodied in the worker) , W = W (A, t), the 
desired growth rate is 

1 ;~I + ~ 
t=const. 

aw aw 
at at A = const. 

m = 
W 

The first term on the right-hand side is 
the effect of age on wages, calendar time 
held constant. Empirically, this would be 
the age trend observed in cross-sectional 
studies at a point in time; call it mI. 

The second term is the general growth of 
wage levels over time, age held constant; 
call it m2 0 Then m = ml + m2 . 

(Blinder, 1974, p. 99.) 
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A hypothetical wage-profile which characteri zes the 

wage rate as a function of both age and calendar time is shown 

in Figure 5.1. (Adapted from Blomquist, (1978).) 

HYPOTHETICAL CROSS-SECTION WAGE PROFILES 

IN TWO CONSECUTIVE YEARS 

2- n W ge 

------------------------------__ -Age 

FIGURE 5.1 

Keeping all factors other than age constant the 

wage rate of a cross-section in the economy in any calendar 

year to is depicted by the curve to. Moving along this curve 

from left to right, i.e., from young to old cohorts, the 

wage rate rises at first, then attains its maximum and starts 

to decline. The change in the slope of the curve is assumed 

to be the result of age-related characteristics such as 

seniority, experience, etc. 

As calendar time progresses so does the age of the 

individual. However, keeping the age factor constant, the 

wage rate function of a cross-section shifts up as ind icated 

in Figure 5.1. At any age, the vertical gap between the 
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curves is assumed to be the result of productivity associated 

with technological improvement rather than productivity embodied 

in the worker. The implication is that an individual who 

started to work in calendar year tl at age 'j', i.e., one 

year later than the individual who started in year to when he 

was age 'j', enjoys a higher wage rate by an amount equal to 

' g' . The wage path of the representative individual is 

obtained by joining the relevant points on successive cross 

sectional profiles. 

Given the cross sectional wage function, it is 

possible to derive the individual age-wage profile using the 

procedure described above. For instance, Auerbach , Kotlikoff 

and Skinner (1983) adopted a cross-section regression of weekly 

labour earnings estimated by Welch (1979) to determine the 

individual wage function. They replaced the experience and 

experience -squared variables by age and age-squared of the 

individual, respectively, in Welch's equation: 

2 e t = 4.47 + 0.33t - 0.00067t 

2 where e t is earnings of high school graduates , t and tare 

the individual's age and age-squared variables. Using this 

equation, the authors derived an individual wage function that 

peaks at the economic age of 30. This implies a rate of 

productivity growth associated with technological improvement 

of 0.0014835 per annum . In the simulation experi~ents, I 

employed this value for the parameter , ,1 
g 
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PARAMETERS OF THE UTILITY FUNCTION 

The utility function given below req uires 

specification of its parameters a , £ £ 
a , y , p and y • 

£ The l e isure intensity parameter a depends on the labour 

endowment available to the individual per year and the 

typical person is assumed to spend about 2,000 hours in 

work. Blinder (1974) assumed the total endowment of 

time potentially available for work to be 5864 hours 

per year while Auerbach, Kotlikoff and Skinner assumed 

it to be 5000 hours. The value of the parameter a£ 

is computed accordingly, yielding a value of 0.66 in 

the case of Blinder and 0.6 in the case of Auerbach, 

Kotlikoff and Skinner. Assigning a value of 0.6 to a£ 

leaves a value of 0.4 for a . 

In the case of the Cobb-Douglas utility 

function, the subsistence consumption and leisure 

£ parameters, y and y , are set to zero in equation (S.l} 

In the case 0 f a Stone-Geary uti Ii t y function, however, 

the parameter y is computed in the same fashion as 

mentioned in chapter 4
2 However, y£ is calculated as 

a fraction of some arbitrary value of leisure: 
£ -

y = QL, 

h 0 d ' II' 3 were Q > an L 1S tota e1sure. 

- ------
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5.4 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

The interest elasticity of saving has been 

examined by Summers under the assumption that individuals 

maximize consumption given their labour income. In 

chapter 4 of this thesis, I demonstrated that Summers' 

results are sensitive to the form of the utility function 

when labour income is considered to be exogenous. In 

this section the implications of relaxing the assumption 

of fixed labour supply for the life-cycle patterns of 

the individual decision variables are examined at the 

micro level. This helps to understand and explain the 

differences in the interest elasticity of saving that 

arise at the aggregate level. 

In the micro simulation experiments, the optimal 

lifetime paths of labour supply, consumption, labour 

income, net worth and the saving rate that result from 

the maximization of Cobb-Douglas and Stone-Geary utility 

functions are considered. In the case of the Cobb

Douglas function, three experiments are performed, 

depending on whether the values assigned to the rate ot 

time preference and the interest rate are close, 

substantially different, or identical to each other. 
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Simulation Experiments Using A Cobb-Douglas Utili t:L 

Function 

Case 1: p close to r 

In simulating the optimal paths of the decision 

variables of the individual, the rate of time preference 

and the interest rate are assumed to take values that 

do not differ markedly. 

are performed. 

Experiment 1 

Based on this, two experiments 

In this experime~t, the rate of time preference 

is set at 0.03 and and the interest rate at 0.035 per 

annum. The other parameter values assumed in the 

experiment are shown in the note to Table 5.1 

In constructing the age-wage profile, the 

wage rate is normalized to unity for an individual of 

economic age 1. The wage rate increases with age and 

attains its maximum value at economic age 30. There

after, it declines until the age of retirement. The 

wage rate is assumed to be zero during the retirement 

period. 
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Age 

1 
2 
3 
It 
5 
b 
7 
8 
~ 

10 
11 
12 
13 
lit 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2lt 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2j 
30 
31 
32 
33 
31t 
35 
J6 
37 
J3 
39 
-+0 

TABLE 5.1 

SIMULATED PATHS OF 'rHE KEY MICRO VARIABLES: EXPERIMENT 1 

Labour Net 
Wage Rate Earnings Supply Consumption Worth 

1.000000 .425S70 .425570 .3330B7 O.OOO=uO 
1.00B377 .430957 .427377 .3&4947 .042?8~ 
1.D16~78 .436255 .429183 .386815 .O~g773 
1.0~4JO~ .441~b, .430793 .3b8693 .142355 
1.031547 .445g77 .432213 .330580 .199)07 
1.039113 .450399 .43344& .332476 .2~2~Ol 
1.U~b097 .4545~b .434497 .334381 .3~g404 
1.052800 .4Si8357 .435369 .n6296 .401J78 
1.059219 0461090 .436066 .338219 .477177 
1.065J53 .465~i4 .436592 .4u0152 .557349 
1.071200 .461l05b .436947 .4:J2095 .642'J35 
1.076761 .470630 .4371J6 .404047 .73J469 
1.od2032 .47S0,0 .437159 .4L6G08 .822079 
1.087013 .475045 .437G18 .41]7979 .918:'84 
1.091703 .47b764 .436715 .409960 1.017-:>96 
1.096100 .47iH75 .436252 .41195lJ 1.12fl12[1 
lolo02oJ .4i927':3 .4J5b28 .41J';J49 1.225550 
1.104010 .480072 .434844 .415959 1.333773 
1.107521 .480554 .4339uu .417978 1.44~368 
1.U0733 ... 80723 .432798 .4200il7 1.557704 
1.113640 ... tO~77 .431535 .422046 1.67n39 
1.116258 .48011b .430112 .424~95 1.790~23 
1.11856~ .479338 .428528 .426153 1.9C3S9S 
1.120575 .478242 .426782 .428222 2.D29~8~ 
1.L2~276 .476825 .424873 ... 303u1 2.149708 
1.123672 .475G87 .422799 .432390 2.271~72 
1.124759 .473026 .420558 .434489 2.3Q3S70 
L.l~5538 .470641 .419148 .4~659B ~.5!5186 
1.1260Gb ... 67930 .415566 .4~87~7 2.639088 
1.126162 .464892 .412811 .4:.0847 2.75~~34 
1.126005 .4tl5,? .409873 .442987 c.8~3265 
1. 125534 .45782 8 .40 b 765 • 44513 7 2. '3 9 3':' 12 
1.124747 .453799 .403468 .447299 3.117289 
10123£:.2 .4494i;)7 .39998;' .44947U 3.232995 
1.122218 .444741 .39bSG5 .451652 3.345)14 
10120475 .439709. .392431 .453844 3.45021~ 
1.1i8410 .43~Jj'j .J89354 .456L47 3.563J46 
1.116021 .4286;'0 .38407G .458261 3.666044 
10113309 .422580 .37Y572 .460486 3.764725 
1 •• LOi70 .4~6189 .374~54 .462721 3.858385 

~1 0.000000 D.OOODDC 0.0[0000 .464967 3.947104 
~L 0.000000 a.oocooo O.OOOUOG .467224 3.620285 
43 O.GOOOOO 0.000000 O.C~DUu~ .469492 3.279771 
~'t O.OOGOOO O.DOGOGG c.O(OOOO .471771 2.9~5J70 
~5 0.000000 0.000000 o.OGUOOD .47'4062 2.555()76 
.. 6 0.000000 o.OOOOLJ O.(,COUOlJ .476363 2.171.;63 
ltl O.Dooaoo 0.000000 C.UOOGOO .47B675 1.77FJ88 
ltd 0.000000 0.000000 O.OOOOOl. .460999 1.353~86 
.. 9 0.000000 0.000000 l.GuOGOu .413334 .9C:0377 
SO O.OOOliOO 0.000000 o.o[oeo(J .485680 .469,256 

Savino 
Rate 

.09%02 
0109820 
.11%68 
.128<:69 
• 13774""! 
.146011 
.153789 
.161092 
.167934 
.174328 
.180284 
.lfl5311 
.190918 
.195611 
.1991\96 
.203777 
.207256 
.21033c 
.213016 
.215295 
.217172 
.218643 
.219703 
.220345 
.22U561 
.220341 
.21%74 
.218547 
.216944 
.214R47 
.21<::235 
.209C86 
.205374 
.201069 
~ 1 %137 
.19054(": 
.1,<14240 
.177183 
0169317 
.11:0581 

=2.365702 
-2.687352 
-3.089941 
-3.608157 
-4.2991317 
-5.2f;8987 
-6.72380C 
- 9 • 149901 

-14.0L .. ZZ2 
-28.571429 

_~ __________________________________ . ________ ~ __________________ ~.~o~o~o~oo~o~ ____________ ___ 

NOTE: The computations assume 0 = 0.4; 0
2 = 0.6; P = 0.03; r = 0.035; 

9 = u.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.015. 



Given the wage profile, the resulting optimal 

path of labour supply is shown in column 4 of Table 5.1. 

In this case the profile takes the shape of an inverted 

f U' • The peak work effort occurs at an economic age of 

13 and has a value of 0.437159. These results are not 

significantly different from those reported by Auerbach, 

Kotlikoff and Skinner (1983). After age 13, the labour 

supply declines until age 40. Thereafter, it is assumed 

to be zero. 

The earning profile, which is the product of 

the wage rate and the hours of work supplied, is given 

in column 3 of Table 5.1. The profile we observe is 

similar to that of the labour supply. The peak of the 

earning profile occurs at economic age 20, rather than 

at age 13. Because of mandatory retirement at age 40, 

the earning path is assumed to be zero during the 

retirement period. One important result to note is that 

the age of peak effort comes before the age of peak 

earnings which, in turn, comes before the age of peak 

wage rate. These findings are consistent with the 

theoretical results of Heckman: 

If wage rates rise to a peak and decline 
after a certain age ... it is possible to 
observe peaks for hours worked and the 
consumption of goods only at the boundaries 
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of the life cycle. If these peaks occur 
at an interior age, and r > p, the peak 
age for hours worked comes before the age 
of peak wage rates and the age of peak 
earnings occurs between these peak ages. 

(Heckman, 1974, p. 193.) 

The consumption profile monotonically 

increases with the age of the individual. The points 

of minimum and maximum consumption occur at age 1 and 

age 50, respectively, as shown in column 5 of Table 5.1. 

This finding is also consistent with that of Heckman 

mentioned above. 

The net worth profile follows the path 

predicted by the Modigliani and Brumberg model. As 

shown in column 6 of Table 5.1, the net worth profile 

never becomes negative. 

The path of the saving rate reaches its 

maximum value at age 25 and gradually declines until 

age 40. This is followed by a sharp decline during the 

retirement period, as reported in column 7 of Table 5.1. 

The consumption, labour supply, and earnin gs 

profiles that result from Experiment 1 are presented 

graphically in Figure 5.2. The differences in ages at 

which the variables attain their minimum and maximum 

levels are apparent from this figure. 
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FIGURE 5.2 

CONSUMP'I'ION, LABOUE SUPPLY I AND EARNINGS PROFILES: BXPERIMENT 1 
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Experiment 2 

In this experiment the rate of time preference 

and the interest rate are assigned values of 0.035 and 

0.03 per annum respectively. The assumptions with 

regard to the remaining parameters are identical to 

those of Experiment 1. The results of Experiment 2 are 

reported in Table 5.2. 

Comparison of Tables 5.1 and 5.2 reveals 

great differences in the optimal paths of the endogenous 

variables. In Experiment 2, the labour supply increases 

steadily with age and the point of peak work effort occurs 

at economic age 40, rather than in the interior age of 

the working span, as in Experiment 1. Earnings increase 

with age and the profile does not reveal a unique peak, 

but rather it remains almost flat once it attains its 

maximum. As shown in column 3 of Table 5.2, earnings 

are almost constant beginning about age 38-40. In 

contrast, in Experiment 1, there is a unique age at 

which earnings attain a maximum. 

Since p > r, the consumption profile monotoni

cally decreases with age and the peak age of consumption 

thus occurs at age 1. On the other hand, the age of 

minimum consumption occurs at age 50, which is the end 
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Age 

1 
2 
3 
4i 
5 
6 
7 
13 
g 

1 0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2. 7 
28 
2 'j 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
J--j 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
.. 5 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

NO'l'E: 

TAI3LE 5.2 

SIMULATED PATHS OF THE KEY MICRO VARIABLES: EXPERIMENT 2 

Hage Rate 

1.000000 
1.008377 
1.016478 
1.024302 
1.031847 
1.0::'9113 
1.046097 
1.052800 
1.059219 
1.065353 
1.071200 
1.076761 
1.082032 
1.087013 
1.091703 
1.096100 
1.100203 
1.104010 
1.lC7521 
10110733 
10113646 
1.116258 
10118568 
1.1£-.0575 
1.122276 
1.123672 
101<:4759 
1.125538 
1.126006 
1.1<:6162 
1.126005 
1.125534 
10124747 
1.123642 
1.122218 
101(:0475 
1.1113410 
1.116021 
1.113309 
1.110270 
o.oeoooo 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
o.oeoooo 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Earnings 

.328218 

.339840 

.351170 

.JE220e 

.372952 

.383401 

.393553 

.403408 

.412964 

.4222C:0 

.431175 

.439827 

.4~13175 

.45621 Y 

.463956 

.471385 

.478506 

.1,85317 

.4<:1816 

.498003 

.503876 

.509434 

.514676 

.519599 

.524204 

.528489 

.532451 

.536091 

.539407 
• 5 ~d9 7 
.545061 
.547B6 
.549401 
.551076 
.552419 
.5S3428 
.554102 
.554440 
.554440 
.554101 

0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Labour 
Supply 

.328218 

.337017 

.345478 

.353615 

.3t1441 
.3E8970 
.376211 
.383177 
.389876 
.3'::632G 
.402516 
.408472 
.414196 
.41%99 
.424983 
.430G57 
.434925 
.439595 
.444070 
.448355 
.452 /.56 
.456377 
.460120 
.4 U 690 
.4E:7090 
.470323 
.47339'
.476298 
.479045 
.481633 
.4e .. D66 
.486343 
.4e8467 
.490437 
.4922?6 
.4'::3922 
.495437 
.4%800 
.4YtiC11 
.4S9069 

O.OGOOOO 
O.UGOOOG 
o.oeOiJOO 
G.OOO(:OO 
O.otUO(jO 
C.OOOOGC 
o.oeoooe 
O.OGJOIJO 
0.000000 
O.OOOJOO 

Consumption 

.447855 

.4:.5691 

.44')53d 

.441396 

.439263 

.427141 

.435029 

.432928 

.4J0836 

.428755 

.426684 

.4~4622 

.422571 

.420530 

.4L849R 

.416476 

.414464 

.412462 

.410470 

.408467 

.4[' 6513 

.404550 

.4G259S 

.4~U65J 

.3'38715 

.3%789 

.394872 

.392964 

.331066 

.389177 

.3'37296 

.355425 

.383564 

.381711 

.379867 

.378031 

.376205 

.374388 

.37'2579 

.370779 

.368983 

.367206 

.365(,32 

.363666 

.3 61 % 9 

.3S0161 

.358421 

.356690 

.354966 

.353252 

Net 
Worth 

O.oonloe 
-.119~37 
-.221178 
-.3213118 
-.417355 
-.4%18 E 
-.51)4'112 
-.6t.:3 ,~32 
-.671449 
-.70'3465 
-.7:-7?B3 
-.754 r)11 
-.762154 
-.759 ')20 
-.746721J 
-.723S64 
-.690465 
-.647137 
-.59]'197 
-.530161 
-.456')49 
-.372'183 
-.27'3185 
-.175:'8C 
-.0617':l5 

.061.841 

.195396 

.3]8'3313 

.49213 a 

.655235 

.82'3113 
1.010'21 
1.2(13.)12 
1.404,41 
1.616454 
1.83750(1 
2.06'3021 
2.307g59 
2.557249 
2.815'128 
3.0f'. .V12~ 
2.8L7145 
2.524154 
2.2~4:'47 
l.g:;n15 
1.634 'J40 
1.3 2 2300 
1.004':'6E: 

.677G01 

.342163 

.0(10)00 

'lhe computations assume a = 0.4; at = 0.6; p = 0.035; r = 0.03; 

9 0.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.015. 

Saving 
Rate 

-.3E4506 
-.325473 

_-.28tl239 
-.2S2688 
-.218715 
- • 18622 (: 
-.155122 
-.125332 
-.0%776 
-.06931\5 
-.043093 
-.017841 

.006427 

.0297(-3 
• G 52a 5 
.073fl29 
.094645 
.114703 
.131;04£' 
.152690 
.170685 
.188055 
.204829 
.221J32 
.236691 
.251828 
.2EE:t.65 
.280623 
.294323 
.3075B2 
.320418 
.332848 
.344B8& 
.3565 t.9 
.36785C 
.378802 
.3139411'. 
.3~971C 
.4 G 'H ,8 9 
.4:9366 

-2.gea633 
-3.3EC367 
-3.1325795 
-4.425147 
-5.22531l7 
-6.347347 
-8.031197 

-10.840329 
-16.4tl916 
-33.333333 
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point of the life-cycle, as shown in column 5 of Table 5.2. 

Comparison of the net worth profiles reveals major 

differences between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. 

With p being greater than r, the resulting net worth 

profile begins with zero at age 1, then becomes negative 

until age 25, then positive and increasing until age 40, 

then positive but declining, and finally zero at age 50, 

as {shown in column 6 of Table 5.2. This result is 

consistent with the predictions of the Tobin model while 

the result of Experiment 1 follows the predictions of the 

Modigliani-Brumberg model. From column 7 of Table 5.2, 

i t is clear that the saving rate becomes negative up to 

age 12, then positive and increasing up to age 40. The 

retirement period, however, is marked by a sharp decline 

i n the saving rate. In Experiment 1, the saving rate 

peaks at age 25 (compared to age 40 in Experiment 2) and 

never becomes negative from age 1 to age 40. 

The optimal paths that arise from Experiment 2 

are presented graphically in Figure 5.3. 
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Case 2: p = r 

In Case 2, the time preference and interest 

rates are restricted to having the same values. Other 

than this, the assumed parameter values are identical 

to those of Case 1. 

Experiment 3 

In this;experiment both the rate of time 

preference and the interest rate are set at 0.03 per 

cent per annum. The results of the experiment are 

reported in Table 5.3 and the profiles of the relevant 

decision variables are depicted in Figure 5.4. 

One important result to note is that the 

labour supply and the earnings profiles attain their 

maximum points at the age for which the wage rate is a 

maximum, which is age 30. (If the time preference and 

interest rates were not equal, we would expect the peak 

age of labour supply to be different from the peak age 

of earnings.) 

Since p is equal to r, optimal consumption 

remains constant at a value of 0.413419 over the 

100 



TABLE 5 . 3 

SIMULATED PATHS OF THE KEY MICRO VARIABLES: EXPERIIviENT 3 

Labour Net Saving 
Age Wage Rates Earnings Supply Consumption Worth Rate 

:.. 1.000000 .379871 .379671 .413419 c.oeo cuc -.088313 
2 1.006377 • 3882 ... b .385023 .413419 -.033548 -.067599 
J 1.0161+78 • 3'36J4 9 .389924 .413419 -.059 725 -.047g05 
1+ 1.0<'4.302 .404173 .394584 .4l3419 -.07f1587 -.028878 
5 1. 031847 .411 71 Ii .399011 .41341'3 -.0'30190 -.010773 
6 1.039113 .418984 .4t3213 .41341~ -.094:j97 .006553 
7 1.046097 .425 9b 9 .... ()719B .4L341~ -.09U70 .023141 
8 1.052800 .432671 .410972 .4l3419 -.082J76 .039027 
9 1.059219 .439090 .414 541 .41.3419 -.065286 .054245 

10 1.065353 .445.:24 .41791~ • 413 41 9 -.041=)74 .OER827 
11 1.071 2 00 .451072 .421090 .413419 -.011)1E: .082802 
12 1.076761 .456632 .424079 .413419 .026306 .096196 
13 ~.08iGJ2 .4E190J .42.6885 .413419 .0703(;8 .1(1%35 
14 1.087013 .46b865 .429511 .413419 0120J01 .121341 
15 1.091703 .471574 .... 31962 .413419 .177 'g94 .1:!3137 
.1.6 l.096100 .475971 .434i41 .4i..3419 • 241:' 89 .144442 
17 1.100203 .460074 .436351 .413419 o.31128f: .155275 
18 1.104010 .483882 .438294 .413419 .387?79 .16565~ 
.l':l 10107521 .487391: .44JD75 .4~341~ .46gj6G .175591 
20 1.110733 .490605 .441 f:91t .... 13419 .557-.14 .185104 
21 1.1136,+6 .4S3518 .443155 .4l341'3 .651 ,) 22 .194205 
22 1.1i62 51i .4961;)0 .444458 .413419 • 750l6;).. -.202907 
23 1.118568 .498440 .445605 .413419 .856:00 .211222 
21+ 101'-0775 .5004~6 .446598 .413419 .966J07 .219159 
2~ 1 ... 2id6 .50214/j .447437 .413419 1.0 '12 :j41 .2Zt72E.1 
26 1.123672 .503543 .448123 .413419 1.204158 .23393 R 
27 1.1c:.475Y .504630 .44d656 .1t13419 1.330407 .240796 
28 1.1,5538 .505 .. 09 .4'd~~8 .4t3419 ~. 46153 (> .241309 
29 1.12600b .505877 • 44no 7 .413419 1.5'g7366 .25:!484 
30 1.126102 .506031+ .449343 .413419 1.737745 .25932E-
3~ 1.1Z6ll05 .505877 .449267 .413419 1.882~9Z .2E4B39 
32 1.1255:)4 .505405 .44903b .413419 2.031424 .270027 
3J 1.124747 .5046113 .448650 .413419 2.184353 .274~92 
3~ 1. 1.c::3 c4e: .5035l3 .448108 .41341'3 2.341!J8~ .279439 
35 1.122218 .502090 .447:.G 8 .413419 2.501 .. 09 .2p.3667 
36 1.120475 .500346 .446::;48 .1t1341'3 2.665123 .287577 
37 1. od 8410 .1+98,,81 .445526 .4L3419 2.8J2;J03 .291170 
3d 1.116021 .445893 .'+44340 .413419 3.001125 .294444 
39 1.113309 .493180 .41+2986 .413419 3.174354 .2973g7 
40 1.ilO~70 .... 9014C: .441462 .4l.3419 3.3493t.6 .300028 
41 O.OGOOOO O.OOOOGO 0.000000 .413419 3.526?49 -2.9076134 
.. 2 0.000000 O.OOOGOO 0.000000 .4134B 3.21'Jg26 -3.21\1129 
.. 3 O.OOOJOO 0.000000 O.lOODl!1J • 4l 3419 Z.9C2J75 -3.748546 
41+ G. GOouoO 0.000000 0.000(00 .413419 2.575718 - 4.350212 
45 O.OOUuOO 0.000000 C.OGOOOC .4134t::) 2.2 ·39::>70 -5.15325C 
.. 6 0.000000 ~.OOOoUO O.UOuuOu • Itt 341 9 1.693338 - 6.2 7 8!+ S 6 
47 O.OOOGOO 0.000000 (J.oOOOOO .41.341g 1.53 6719 -7.9f:7508 
.. 8 0.000000 0.000000 O.OOOOOU .413419 1.169 .. 02 -10.7R434~ 
49 0.000000 0.000000 L.ldJlsUOu • 4t.3 419 .791J65 -16.420361 
50 o.ooooao O.QUOOOC C.OOOOoO .413419 .401578 -33.333333 I-' 51 .000000 0 

I-' 

NOTE: The computations assume ex = o .4; ext = 0.6; p = 0.03; r 0= 0.03 ; 
g = 0.0014835; T = 50; . R = 40; and 0.015. n = 
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the entire life-span of the individual. The net worth 

profile in this case follows thepredictions of the Tobin 

model. 

Case 3: r significantly higher than p 

In this case, the rate of time preference 

and the interest rate are assumed to take values that 

differ greatly. It is important to understand how this 

assumption affects the optimal paths of the endogenous 

variables. 

Experiment 4 

In this particular experiment, the interest 

rate is set at 4 percent per annum and the rate of time 

preference at 3 percent. The remaining parameter 

values are shown in the note to Table 5.4. 

Unlike the previous experiments, the age of 

maximum work effort occurs when the individual is young. 

Thereafter labour supply declines as the individual ages. 

Although this may not seem realistic from a theoretical 

point of view, it is plausible. Weiss (1972) pointed out 



------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------

TABLE 5.4 

SIMULATED PATHS OF THE KEY MICRO VARIAuLES: EXPERIYJENT 4 

Age 

1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
.1 
oj 

10 
11 
.;.~ 
13 
1 .. 
15 
10 
17 
~d 
.H 
20 
2 ... 
22 
2J 
2 .. 
25 
26 
2.7 
2.d 
2-3 
30 
3.::.. 
32 
3J 
J .. 
35 
,io 
37 
3d 
3-3 
.. 0 
.. 1 
~2 
4J 
4 .. 
.. 5 
.. 0 
.. 7 
.. d 
.. g 
50 
5:.. 

NOTE: 

l-vage Rates 

1.GJOuOO 
1.00td77 
~.0.d)'t78 
1.024302 
1.031d~7 
1.0::;9':'.d 
1.0460 '31 
1.052dOO 
1.05921.-3 
1.u65353 
1.071200 
1.076701 
1.052032 
1.007013 
.::... (J~~ 70~ 
1.0~clJO 
1.100203 
lol04UiO 
1. 107521 
1.H0733 
1 • .:.U 61t6 
1.116258 
1.11B568 
1.:..20575 
1.122276 
1 .... 23672 
:...liIt759 
1.125538 
1.1260116 
:.1,6 ... 6i: 
1.126005 
1.12553 .. 
:".:..24747 
1.1236 .. 2 
1.122218 
1.~ZO .. 75 
1. llfl 41U 
1.116021 
1.113309 
1.110270 
O.GGOOOO 
0.000000 
C.OGOOOO 
O.tiCOOOO 
O.OOOOLlO 
O.OOOGOO 
0.000000 
O.OliOOOO 
G.OuODOO 
o.oeOGOO 

Earnings 

.'t65b25 

.469015 

... 71860 

... 7 .. 416 

.47&62;) 

.478 .. 9b 

.4800 .. 0 

... 01247 

.402117 

... 8261.08 

.4a'd36 

.4d2686 

.482190 

.481347 

.4~0157 

... 78616 

... 1672 .. 

.474476 

.471d77 

... 6691 b 

... li56ll0 

.461921 

... 5787b 

... 5;;it70 

.4 .. tlb94 

.443550 

... .jd03 .. 

.4321 .. 6 

.425862 

.419i4:.. 

.412221 

.404620 

.;)S70~5 

.388865 

.3aOJOd 

.:;;7:..3t.~ 

.362023 

.3522:;;1 

.342:" 64 
• 3 3163 9 

O.OOOODC 
0.000000 
O.OUGGOC 
0.000000 
O.OOOOOG 
£i.OOGOGe 
O.OuOOOO 
O.OOOOOG 
!i.OGOOOG 
O.OOOOGO 

The computations assume 
g = 0.0014835; T = 50; 

(X = 

Labour 
Supply 

... 65d25 

.4b5U 9 

.,,6,+;;3(; 

.46Jl61 

.461'313 

.460 .. 07 

.458687 

... 57111 

.455l63 

.,+5JiJ4lJ 

.4507 .. 5 

.44ii276 

..... 563.3 

.442016 

.,+3362 .. 

.436654 

.433;)jJ6 

."i,9777 

.,,26G66 

.42217li 

... ::.8U86 

.4U!i11 

... 09343 

... 0:.676 

.~99807 

.39~73J 

.36':l .. ,+7 

.3 B3 -346 

.373224 

.37a74 

.366091 

.35~669 

.35~999 

.346H6 

.3;)8889 

.3~1432 

.323695 

.315667 

.3(.734(; 

.298701 
G.U(,O{i(j(j 
O.LGJuuu 
O.OCuOuO 
O.OOuGOO 
O.Lt;OJ ... iJ 
D.GLOu(jCi 
O.OGOG(JG 
bULlGGL 
O.LJOULlOL 
O.COOuuJ 

0.4; (Xi = 
R = 40; 

Consumption 

.356117 

.359574 

.363G65 

.3b6590 

.370149 

.373743 

.377372 

.3:31[,35 

.384735 

.3.16470 

.332242 

.3:16(;511 

.3Sl9895 

.4J3777 
.4[;7697 
.411656 
.415652 
.41.9688 
.423762 
.427B77 
• 4~C::O 3~ 
.436225 
.4:.0461l 
..... 4n 7 
.41t9055 
• ... ~341!t 
• .. 57816 
.4&2261 
.466749 
• 471C::dl 
.475856 
.4'30476 
.4d51.41 
.4'39851 
.ItY4601 
• 4~ 9 4u '3 
.%4258 
.5li9153 
.51.4(,97 
.519088 
.524128 
.52'3216 
.53435 .. 
.539542 
.5:'47BJ 
.5jCiJ70 
.555410 
.5008C2 
.506247 
.571745 

0.6; P = 0.03; 
and n = 0.015. 

Net 
Worth 

O.OOOJOO 
.1097GB 
.223:j38 
.341294 
.462772 
.587757 
.716 'J 22 
.847)32 
.981'+37 

1.118176 
1.2 Sfd77 
1.397152 
1.54!l:'03 
1.684313 
1.829~56 
1.974,85 
2.120'141 
2.266747 
2.412208 
2.556'U1 
2.?C0125 
2.81.01099 
2.981':;62 
3.117722 
3.251163 
3.3811150 
3.5(;6219 
3.626086 
3.7 ... 1638 
3.85;) .. 36 
3.952 ... 14 
4.046H5 
,+.133J93 
4.210310 
... 277737 
4.334547 
1 .. 379Bl 
4.412142 
4.432:.93 
... 437160 
4. 427-l2 5 
It.08JH.4 
3.714135 
3.32 '3178 
2.92210::; 
2.4g!tH5 
2.0':'4063 
1. 57U39 
1.073178 

.549754 

.0(0:)00 

r = 0.04; 

Saving 
Rate 

.235514 

.240449 

.244906 

.248896 

.252426 

.255505 

.258137 

.2£0327 

.262u76 

.263383 

.264249 

.2 E4668 

.264637 

.264147 

.21:3189 

.261752 

.259623 

.257385 

.254419 
~250904 
.246815 
.242123 

I .236796 
• 2 ~O 797 
.224083 
.216609 
.208318 
.199150 
.189034 
.177891 
0165629 
.152142 
.137310 
.120992 
.103026 
.08322l 
.0£1354 
.037162 
.010332 

-.019513 
-1.959217 
-2.24202L 
-2.595967 
- 3. 0 51617 
-3.659743 
-4.511863 
-5.790974 
-7.9C:It067 

-12.192118 
-25.000000 



that "when p is significantly below (above) r then the 

optimal amount of labour supply tends to decrease 

(increase) with age". 
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The optimal earnings profile peaks at age 11 

and begins to decrease thereafter, as shown in column 3 

of Table 5.4. On the other hand, the consumption profile 

increases with the age of the individual while the net 

worth profile shows no negative value during the entire 

life span. The path of the saving rate peaks at age 12 

and then declines steadily as the age of the individual 

increase. These results are represented graphically in 

Figure 5.5. 

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS USING THE STONE-GEARY UTILITY 

FUNCTION 

In this section I will examine the optimal 

plans that arise from maximizing a Stone-Geary utility 

function or some variant of it when p and r do not 

significantly differ from one another. Various experi

ments are conducted depending on the assumptions 

underlying the sUbsistence levels of consumption and 

leisure. For completeness, I also experiment with the 
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Stone-,Geary function when r is significantly higher 

than p. 

Experiment 5 

In this experiment the rate of time preference 

and the interest rate are set at 3.0 and 3.5 per 'cent, 

respectively. I will consider a utility function in 

which subsistence consumption is non-zero but with no 

non-zero lower bound for leisure. This function is a 

special case of the Stone-Geary utility function given 

by equation (5.1). The parameter ~ is assigned a value 

o f 0.33 and assumptions made regarding the other para

meters of the model are shown as a note to Table 5.5. 

The results of the experiment can be compared 

107 

with those based on the Cobb-Douglas function (Experiment 1). 

In both of the experiments, maximum work effort occurs at 

age 13. The earning profile exhibits an inverted 'U l 

shape in both experiments. The age of peak earnings in 

Experiment 5 occurs at age 21, compared to age 20 in 

Experiment 1. The consumption profile monotonically 

increases with age in both experiments. The net worth 

profiles reSUlting from the two experiments follow the 



Age 

1 
2 
3 
'+ 
5 
o 
7 
8 
'J 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1~ 
15 
16 
17 
iii 
1~ 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2~ 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2':1 
30 
3 ... 
32 
33 
31t 
35 
36 
37 
3 d 
39 
itO 
'+1 
~2 
43 
It ... 
itS 
~6 
... 7 
4B 
4cj 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

TABLE 505 

SIMULATED PA'l'HS OF 'l'hE KEY BleRO VARIABLES: EXPE:RHlENT 5 

Wage Rates 

1.0GOOOO 
1.008377 
1.01£-478 
1.0Z430;;: 
1.031::147 
1.039113 
1..046097 
1.052600 
1.05'3219 
1.065353 
1. Q71200 
1.076761 
1.Otl2032 
1.0137013 
1.0Y1703 
1.0':Jr,.lOO 
1.1C0203 
1.iU4010 
1.107521 
1.110733 
1.113646 
lol1625d 
1.118S68 
1.120575 
1.1;:2276 
1.123672 
1.124759 
10125538 
1.126006 
1.126162 
1.1<:.6005 
1. 12553!t 
1.124747 
1.1236,+2 
1.122218 
1.120475 
10118410 
1.116021 
1.113309 
1.110270 
G.OGOeOD 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
o.oooeaD 
O.OOOOOll 
O.DOOGOn 
O.DCOOOO 
0.000000 
o.oeoooo 

Earninas 

.503725 

.509692 

.51537.~ 

.520 ?fA 

.525865 

.530674 

.5351<:11 

.53'3413 

.5:.33i.t0 

.5~6%9 

.550301 

.553332 

.S5606J 

.55d491 

.560615 

.5E2434 

.56.3946 

.5£;5150 

.5£60i.t5 

.5E6629 

.566901 

.566859 

.566502 

.565828 

.564837 

.563526 
.5618<:14 
.559-,141 
.557663 
.5550b1 
.552131 
.5 .. B874 
.5452b8 
.541370 
.537120 
.532536 
.527617 
.522361 
.516766 
.51otl3': 

0.000000 
0.000000 
0.0000(:0 
o.OOOOCO 
o.OGGoeo 
O.OOGOOO 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

The computations assume a 

Labour 
Supply 

.503725 

.505458 

.50701d 

.5084L9 

.509635 

.51069':1 

.5H6L7 

.512361 

.512%3 

.5134:..6 

.513724 
• 513/jtl6 
.513 S06 
.513765 
.51352~ 
.51.3123 
.51251:14 
.511 gO 7 
.'511LJ9Z 
.510140 
• 5 0-3 iJi.tCJ 
.507BZu 
.506453 
• '504 ':45 
.503296 
.5Cl%4 
.4'3':1569 
.4':7 .. 87 
.4<:5258 
.4 ':2 b 78 
.~9lJ:)45 
.4Alb57 
.4t,+809 
.481799 
.4 7t\ 62 3 
.475277 
.471756 
.4tB056 
.464172 
.:"cuOCJ7 

0.0(0000 
D.OGOl.iOO 
o.LC.OLCG 
O.CGOOOlJ 
o.oooaoo 
O.lJU}UuLJ 
U.OOOCOD 
0.000000 
L.OL.jCu[ 
0.0(0000 

0.4; 

Consumption 

.46471.8 

.i.t 66324 

.467938 

.469560 

.4711b9 

.i.t72827 

.~74472 

.476126 

.477787 

.479457 

.... 11134 

.482820 

.41l4514 

.486216 

.487926 

.489645 

.491372 

.433108 

.494 852 

.4:)66ll4 

.i.t38365 

.500:.31t 

.501912 

.503699 
• 5j 5494 
.5~7298 
.509111 
.5:0932 
.512763 
.514bG2 
.51. 645il 
.518308 
.520174 
.522049 
.523933 
.525827 
.527730 
.529642 
.531563 
.5~3493 
.535433 
.537383 
.539342 
.541310 
.543288 
.545275 
.51.t7272 
.549279 
.551296 
.553322 

Q, 
a = 0.6; 

Net 
Tr\1orth 

O.IJLiJilOO 
.039J07 
.OB3740 
• 13i.t1.G 6 
o19B03 
.251129 
.31n73 
.3e9-321 
.460752 
.54>i641 
.6!5357 
.726761 
.IiZ2 7 1{j 
.923)54 

1.027036 
1.1~6292 
1.243i5o 
1.365131+ 
1.484156 
1.6lJ'3124 
1.734 .. 33 
1.863.')71+ 
1.9g5S27 
2.130')64 
2.2Eo746 
2.4D5':'25 
2.545642 
2.687731 
2.830')09 
2.974788 
3.1:9364 
3.264223 
3.4i)9JJ7 
3.553.68 
3.697160 
3.839747 
3.980i47 
4.120:J 64 
4.2561135 
4.39L.83 
4.522213 
4.1.45J57 
:l.75~752 
3.34<+757 
2.920')13 
2.47'3 .. 43 
2.020'149 
1.5 ... ~ .. lll 
1.0,+9:'85 

• 53 ... -'J11 
.0GO,JOO 

Saving 
Rate 

.077436 

.087531 

.097174 

.106379 

.115162 

.123536 

.131512 

.139102 

.146315 

.lS3161 

.159647 

.165781 

.17157(1 

.177018 

.182130 

.1869H 

.191364 

.195i.t91 

.199293 

.202772 

.205927 

.2oB75R 

.211262 

.213438 

.215282 

.216789 

.21795l. 

.218771 

.219232 

.219328 

.219049 

.21831i3 

.217318 

.215838 

.213928 

.211568 
• 2C 8738 
.205414 
.201571 
.1971.79 

-2.3B2878 
-2.704120 
- 3.1 C 6256 
-3.623952 
-4.314993 
-5.2tl3382 
-6.737134 
-9.1616Hl 

-14.012898 
-26.571429 

0.33 ; p = 0.03; 

r = 0.035; g = 0.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.015. 
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Modigliani-Brumberg prediction. The rates of saving 

also have similar age patterns. 

109 

Although the age patterns of the choice 

variables are similar in the two experiments, this does 

not imply that the generated values are identical. One 

would expect the differences to be reflected at the aggre

gate level. 

Experiment 6 

All the assumptions of Experiment 5 are 

retained here, except for the parameter ~, which is 

now specified to be 0.66 instead of 0.33. Because of 

the latter change, the resulting consumptlon profile 

exhibits a higher level at every age of the individual, 

compared to the results obtained in Experiment 5. This 

is evident from a comparison of columns 5 of Tables 5.6 

and 5.5. The labour supply and the earnings profiles 

have also increased at every age, compared to those of 

Experiment 5. The intuitive explanation for this is 

that the imposition of a lower bound on consumption 

leads to a higher level of consumption at every age, 

compared to the case of no lower bound. '1'0 finance the 



Age 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
11 
-3 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1 .. 
1 :> 
16 
17 
1d 
13 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2-+ 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Zg 
30 
J1 
32 
33 
3 .. 
35 
36 
37 
3d 
39 
40 
-+1 
.. 2 
4J 
1t4 
45 
~6 
.. 7 
.. 13 
:''3 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

TABLE 5.6 

SU1ULATED PATHS OF 'I'HE KEY NICRO VARIABLES ~ EXPERIMENT 6 

l\Tage Rate 

1.0GOOOO 
1.008377 
1.016478 
1.024302 
1.031d47 
1.039113 
1.0 .. 6097 
1.052800 
1.05921Y 
1.065353 
1.071200 
1.076761 
1.082032 
1.0.'17013 
1.0'j1703 
1.096:00 
1.10C203 
10104010 
1.107521 
1.110733 
1.113 b46 
1. n 62 58 
1.118568 
1.120575 
1.i~2276 
1.123672 
1.124759 
1.125538 
1.126006 
1.126162 
1.1:::6005 
1.125534 
1. 12·t747 
1.1236 ... 2 
1.122218 
1.120475 
1.11b4:0 
1.116021 
1.113309 
~.110270 
0.000000 
D.OOeOOo 
0.000000 
O.DGOOOO 
0.0[,0000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
(,,0(;0000 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Earnings 
.582080 
• 58842 fI 
.594490 
.600265 
.605752 
.610950 
.6.L5d56 
.620470 
.6247% 
.628015 
.632544 
.63597 ... 
.639:;.06 
.641 937 
.64 .. 466 
.646692 
.64&614 
.650229 
.65~537 
.652536 
.653224 
.65360J. 
.6536l5 
.653 .. 15 
.652849 
.651965 
.650763 
• 64i92:41 
.647397 
.b .. 5230 
.642738 
.639921 
.636776 
.633303 
.629499 
.625363 
• 620395 
.616091 
.610952 
.605 .. 75 

0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
(:.OGOQOC 
('.000000 
o.ooooeo 
0.000000 
O.OuOOOO 
0.000000 
0.000000 

Labour 
Supply 
.5820 d 0 
.583540 
.584853 
.5B60,,4 
.587056 
.587953 
.58tH18 
.511'3352 
.58-j859 
.5'::0241 
.5S05DG 
.590637 
.590654 
.5S0::51 
.5 SO 331 
.58(3Y94 
.5e954G 
.581397ll 
.5813284 

, .587482 
.50&564 
.5d5529 
.5a .. 377 
.583107 
• '581718 
.5tl0210 
.578580 
.576d'-.7 
.57495 G 
.572 Y4 6 
.57081.3 
.568549 
.566151 
.563616 
.560942 
.55812 .. 
.555159 
.552043 
.54tl771 
.545340 

0.0(0000 
O.O(OUOO 
U • (; Q 0 l' L IJ 
O.COO!JOG 
O.GOGOOG 
L.LUiLOL 
O.OOllOOC 
L.GCQGOO 
L.ltJuOLL 
O.GOOGOO 

£ 

Consumption 
.546349 
.5 ... 7702 
.549061 
.550426 
.551799 
.553173 
.554563 
.555956 
.557355 
.558761 
.500173 
.561593 
.563LJ20 
.564453 
.505893 
.567341 
.568795 
.570257 
.571725 
.573201 
.574684 
.576174 
.577671 
.579175 
• 5 dO 687 
.5fi2206 
.5133733 
.5~5267 
.58680B 
.5d8357 
.589914 
.531478 
.593049 
.594628 
.596215 
.597810 
.599412 
.6(11)22 
.602640 
.6)4266 
• 6tl 5 gO 0 
.607541 
.609191 
.6101\48 
.612514 
.614~87 
.615869 
.617559 
.619;:'57 
.620964 

Net 
y,Torth 

O.(jfjOdOO 
.035730 
.077707 
.125156 
.1:101.0D 
.241]357 
.3G6?42 
.3 B 564 
.456327 
.539734 
.628(,79 
.723'153 
.8c.~741 
.927')24 

1.037575 
1.152 .. 63 
1.272151 
1.3%495 
1.525345 
1.6'38543 
1.795"327 
1.937325 
2.082560 
2.231-+44 
2.383784 
2.533376 
2.6SI:1015 

'2.853475 
3.023531 
3.18\B42 
3.31) ~ .. 63 
3.52'1133 
3.70()786 
3.d74J4iJ 
4.04'3306 
4.223280 
4 • .398649 
4.574G84 
4.749246 
4.923182 
5.097J23 
4.6(:;9i~0 
4.2Z5733 
3.764,+43 
3.285:;50 
Z.7a7'i2~ 
2.271210 
1.734'\33 
1.177193 

.59-ji65 

.GOOJOO 

Saving 
Rate 

.0£1384 

.071186 
• 080623 
.089708 
.098451 
.106859 
.114943 
.122710 
.13016'3 
.137323 
.144182 
.150750 
.157033 
.1f:3034 
.1t8759 
.174211 
0179392 
.184306 
.188955 
.193339 
.197461 
.201321 
.204918 
.208253 
.211324 
.214130 
.216669 
.218938 
.220934 
.222652 
.224088 
.225237 
.2260<31 
.226645 
.226889 
.226815 
.2;:: 641:: 
.225671 
.224577 
.223116 

-2 • .3 S0178 
-2.717120 
-3.118918 
- 3. 636226 
- 4.326798 
- 5.294593 
-b.747530 
-9.170749 

-14.019(76 
-28.571429 

The computations assume a = 0.4; a = 0.6; ~' = 0.66; p = 0.03; 

r = 0.035; g = 0.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.15. 
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higher consumption levels, the individual provides 

more hours of work, and hence earns more labour income. 

In the case of exogenous labour income, the incorporation 

of subsistence consumption restricts the degree of 

life-cycle redistribution that is possible. However, 

with endogenous labour income, the individual can 

increase his work effort to finance his expenditures and 

overcome the rigidity introduced by the subsistence 

consumption. 

Experiment 7 

It is natural to extend the idea of a lower 

bound on consumption discussed in connection with 

Experiments 5 and 6 to include also a lower bound on 

leisure. To do this, I adopt a Stone-Geary utility 

function. The parameters ~ and ~ are assigned a value 

0= 0.33 each. Assumptions with regard to the remaining 

parameters of the model are shown as a note to Table 5.7. 

To understand the role of the fOlw of the 

utility function in influencing the optimal paths of 

the decision variables, I compare the results that arise 

f~om a Cobb-Douglas function with those based on a 



Age 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

1D 
11 
12 
13 
1 .. 
15 
16 
17 
1ii 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2'3 
:>0 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
,38 
39 
40 
.. 1 
42 
43 
4 .. 
45 
't6 
.. 7 
4d 
.. 9 
50 
51 

NOTE: 

TABLE 5.-; 

SIMULA'l'ED r'ATHS OF THE KEY MICRO VARIABLES: EXPERIMENT 7 

Wage Rate 
1.000000 
1.008377 
1.0161+78 
1.024302 
1.031847 
1.039113 
1.046G37 
1.052aOO 
l.0592i~ 
1.065353 
1.071200 
1.076761 
1.0(\2032 
1.067013 
1.0':J1703 
1.0Y6100 
1.H0203 
1.104010 
1. 10 1 521 
1.110733 
101136 .. 6 
1.116258 
1.118568 
101':'0575 
1.122276 
1.123672 
1.j.24759 
1.125538 
1.12(;006 
1.1a162 
1.126005 
1.125534 
1.124747 
1.123642 
1.122218 
1.:.20475 
1.11tl410 
1.116021 
1.113309 
1.110270 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
C.ODOOOO 
0.0000130 
O.OGOGOO 
O.OGOOOO 
0.000000 
O.OOCODO 
O.OOOODO 

Earnings 
.4,+7576 
• .. 52806 
.457787 
... t2517 
.466996 
... 712~;:' 
... 75193 
.478910 
• 'odd 7 0 
... 85573 
.48d517 
... %2G:.. 
.49362 t• 
.495785 
.4S7682 
• 4 S 9315 
.500681 
.501781 
.502612 
.50317 .. 
.5034b5 
.503484 
.503229 
.502700 
.501896 
.5Q0815 
.499455 
.4~7d16 
... 95d96 
.49;)695 
.4Y1210 
.488441 
.4 tl5J 86 
.4tl2044 
.478414 
... 7 ... 495 
.4702b4 
.4657tl2 
.460'186 
.455895 

0.000000 
O.OOOOGO 
O.OJuOoe 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
o.uOOOOO 
0.000000 
0.000000 
O.OOOOGD 

Labour 
Supply 
.447576 
.44~04" 
... 50366 
.451544 
.452582 
.4534d5 
... 5425 ... 
.454892 
.... 55 .. 02 
... 55786 
.4560 .. 6 
.45618 ... 
.456201 
.456098 
.455877 
.455538 
.4550131 
.454%7 
.453iH7 
.453tll0 
.452il87 
.451046 
... 49887 
.448609 
.... "7212 
.4456<j5 
.44 .. :'55 
.4 ... 22<j2 
.44u403 
.<.38387 
.436241 
.433%lt 
.43155'
.429J02 
.<.26311 
... '-:3'.76 
.420494 
.417359 
.4H068 
.411l6lt. 

LOGLeOO 
O.GOULUC 
C.OGGGOO 
O.OOOLOO 
C.L~uU(jO 
C.ocoooe 
0.0(0000 
G.uOOHu 
G.LOOOOO 
O.OGOOuO 

Consumption 
.41't~51 
.415511 
.416878 
... 18252 
.419633 
.42HZJ 
.422 .. 14 
.423815 
."'S222 
• 4 2 6 63 6 
.428(j58 
.429486 
.430921 
.432363 
.433812 
.4:35268 
.436731 
.438201 
.439678 
.4<+1163 
.442655 
,,,,+4154 
... !,5660 
.447173 
... 48694 
.450223 
.451758 
.453302 
... 54852 
... 56410 
.,+57976 
.459549 
... 61130 
.462719 
.464315 
.4659213 
.4b7531 
... 69151 
.47u779 
.472414 
.474G5d 
... 757u9 
... 77369 
.479036 
.41307:'2 
.452395 
.454087 
.485787 
.487496 
.4d9212 

Net 
Worth 

o.OOOJOO 
.03h25 
.071;90 
0115315 
.163616 
.2167il5 
.274~92 
.336H9 
.403765 
.475')45 
.550')08 
.6:0339 
.714116 
.801'114 
.8Y3.HU 
.9aS .. 36 

1.087)78 
1.ld9J76 
1.2g4.~73 
1 ... 02507 
1. 513:J1l5 
1.627191 
1.743680 
1.862278 
1.gtl2184 
2.1(5390 
2.229HB 
2.355620 
2."ti2S82 
2.610516 
2.739169 
2.86B274 
2.997555 
3.126725 
3.255 .. 86 
3.3~3527 
3.510:;25 
3.636146 
3.76CH42 
3.881150 
4.001196 
3.6E:.7~81; 
3.3H'122 
2'.958047 
2.5tl3'..64 
2.19~'63 
1.7d7218 
1.365683 

.927':'95 

.472-)69 

.Ol:OJO{; 

£ The computations assume a = 0.4; a = 0.6; ~ = 0.33; ~ = 0.33; 

Saving 
Rate 

.074681 

.084729 

.0%339 

.103527 

.112306 

.120 689 

.128 t8 6 

.13630 b 

.lLt3564 

.150465 

.157016 

.1E:3225 

.1E:9098 

.174642 

.179859 

.184754 

.189331 

.1 9 3592 

.197538 

.201170 

.20 .. 489 

.207494 

.210184 

.212557 

.21460 g 

.216337 

.217735 

.218800 

.219522 

.219895 

.219910 

.219556 

.218821 

.217692 

.216155 

.214192 

.211785 

.208914 

.205553 

.201679 
- 2.3 B 5115 
-2.700305 
-3.108383 
-3.626014 
-4.316974 
- 5.285264 
-6.738878 
-9.1£:31.43 

-14.0 litO 3 4 
-28.57HC!9 

p = 0.03; 
r = 0.035; g = 0.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.015. 
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Stone-Geary functlon, as shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.7. 

Although the optimal paths of the endogenous variables 

have similar patterns in both cases, it is clear that 

the individual is willing to consume relatively mo r e 

and to supply relatively more hours of labour at every 

age if his preferences are represented by a Stone-Geary 

function. Other differences are reflected in the ages 

at which work effort, earnings and saving rates peak. 

Experiment 8 

113 

This experiment is based on the assumption that 

the interest rate is significantly higher than the rate 

of time preference. The values of these parameters are 

set at 0.04 and 0.03, respectively. Other than this, the 

assumptions are identical as those of Experiment 7. The 

results are reported in Table 5.8. 

In this case, the optimal path ot labour supply 

steadily decreases with age, while the earnings profile 

peak at age 14. The consumption profile increases with 

age and the net worth profile never becomes negative. 

Comparison of Tables 5.4 and 5.8 reveals that the Stone

Geary utility function yields relatively higher levels 

/ 



Age 

1 
2 
3 
'+ 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1il 
1'3 
20 
2~ 
22 
23 
Z4 
25 
26 
27 
23 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
3d 
39 
.. a 
41 
42 
43 
4,+ 
~5 
.. 6 
1t7 
4d 
.. 9 
3iJ 
51 

NOTE: 

'rABLE 5.8 

SIMULATE:D PATHS OF THE KEY 1'1ICRO VARIABLEtl: EXPERIHENT 8 

Wage Rate 

1.000000 
1.008377 
1.016 .. 78 
1.024302 
1.031847 
1.039113 
1.04(-,097 
1.052800 
1.0592:;.9 
1.065353 
1.071200 
1.076761 
1.0820~2 
1.087013 
1.091703 
1.096100 
1.100203 
1.104010 
1.107521 
1.110733 
1.113646 
1.116258 
10118568 
101'-:0575 
1.122276 
1.123672 
1.124759 
1.::'25538 
1.126006 
10126162 
1.1Z6005 
1.125534 
10124747 
1.123E42 
1.122218 
1.120475 
1.118410 
1.116021 
1.113309 
1.110270 
0.000000 
o.OOGooa 
G.OOOOOO 
o.oeoooo 
0.000000 
G.oeooco 
o.OOOGOO 
0.000000 
O. Geoooo 
o.ooocoo 

Earnings 

.476445 

.47CjCJ15 

... 83108 

.486023 

.488660 

.491015 

.49308d 

.494877 

.4963B1 

.4975C,9 

.4S8528 

.499167 

.499514 

.499569 

.49Y]30 

.498794 

.497961 

... 96b29 

.495396 

.4<:3661 

.4CJ162Z 

.469277 

.486626 

.483£,65 

.4803':.l5 

.47t812 

.472916 

.468705 

.4b4177 

.4Sg3~0 
.1.;54163 
.44B674 
.4 .. 2861 
... 36724 
.430259 
.423466 
.416342 
.408886 
.401096 
.3S2971 

o.OOOOOD 
0.000000 
O.DOGOGO 
0.000000 
o.OOOOGG 
o.ooooeo 
0.000000 
O.OOGGOO 
[;.GOOOOO 
0.000000 

Labour 
Supply 

.476445 

.475<;;28 
,475277 
.474493 
.1.;73578 
.472533 
.471359 
.470u5t! 
.46863lJ 
.467074 
,465391 
.46358~ 
.4 E1 f4S 
.45950[, 
.lt 57386 
.455u63 
.452609 
.450322 
.447302 
.444446 
.441452 
.431iH9 
.435043 
• 4~1 62.3 
.42d05 ... 
.4Z4334 
.42J461. 
.416427 
.412233 
.... (737i. 
.4(334(; 
.39db32 
.~93743 
.3138666 
.3£:3400 
.~77934 
.372263 
.3 coH 8 
.3£::027 ... 
.353942 

O.OCOGu[j 
C.LlJOOCO 
O.lOOnOe 
0.000000 
O.rLOlJLlJ 
o.oeo('oo 
O.OGIlGOO 
O,[[}CLllJu 
c..oococe 
O.GOOOuG 

Consumption 

.3'34904 

.397 t.39 

.399998 
• Ita 2581 
.4(.5190 
.4u7824 
.41fi4B4 
.413170 
.4158B1 
.418619 
.421384 
.424175 
.426994 
.429840 
.432713 
.435615 
.43851.;4 
.4 ... 1502 
.444489 
.4~7505 
.45G550 
.453624 
.4:;6729 
.459864 
.463029 
.466224 
.469451 
.472709 
.47599', 
.47'3320 
.43267'+ 
.41l6061 
.4b94BIJ 
.492933 
.496419 
.499939 
.503493 
.SH081 
• 51.(, 7(, 5 
.514363 
.518e58 
.521788 
.525554 
.529357 
.5::3196 
.537073 
.5,+0983 
.544940 
.5:' 8 931 
.552961 

Net 
\\lorth 

0.000000 
.OR1S41 
.167279 
.257080 
.350306 
.448~07 
.549"T30 
.654!J11 
.761i79 
.872~54 
.986747 

!.1C336() 
1.222~86 
1.343)06 
1.467392 
1.59:U04 
1.719S91 
1.tll.;7792 
1.9771)30 
2.1D7J18 
2.237 .. 55 
2.36~025 
2.495~99 
2.629231 
2.757162 
2.8A4~15 
3.010796 
3.134:)93 
3.2'56J76 
3.374497 
3.489"'86 
3.600554 
3.7D7189 
3.BOIPI58 
3.905'103 
3.995J43 
4.075372 
4.154356 
4.222335 
4.261')2C 
4,33g93 
3.986:)95 
3.624375 
3.243797 
2.8441.9<:,: 
2.424 7 63 
1.98 .. ')80 
1.5~3J80 
1.0::'3J62 

.531".>93 

.OuOOOO 

The computations assume a = 0.4,· ~~ = 0 6 ~ .; 0.33 ; 0.33; 
r = 0.04; 9 = 0.0014835; T = 50; R = 40; and n = 0.015. 

Saving 
Rate 

.171144 

.177446 

.183344 

.188846 

.1 93959 

.198690 

.203044 

.207025 

.210636 

.213879 

.216754 

.219263 

.221402 

.22317C 

.22.1.;563 

.225577 

.226205 

.2Z6440 

.226272 

.225692 

.224687 

.223243 

.221345 

.218975 

.216111 

.212731 

.208810 

.204317 

.199221 

.193484 

.187064 

.1713915 

.171985 

.163213 

.153532 

.142865 

.131125 

.118212 

.104011 

.08B390 
-1.990064 -
-2.272056 
-2.625134 
-3.079761 
- 3. 686712 
-4.537378 
-5.814546 
-7.944713 

-12.2Cn74 
-25.000000 

p 0.03; 
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of consumption, labour supply and earnings at every age, 

compared to the Cobb-Douglas function. Differences with 

respect to the age of peak earnings, net worth and 

saving rates are also observed. 

5.5 AGGREGATION OF THE HICRO+-RELATIONSHIP WHEN 

LABOUR SUPPLY IS ENDOGENOUS 

When the assumption of inelastic labour supply is 

relaxed, the aggregation procedure of the micro variables 

ditfersslightly from the case of the exogenous labour 

supply discussed in Section 4.4 of chapter 4. 

Once consumption, net worth and income of all 

individuals of all ages are known and population is 

assumed to grow at a constant rate n, aggregate values 

of consumption and net worth are computed according to 

equations (4.1) and (4.2). Aggregate total income, 

however, is calculated as follows: 

(5. 7) = 
T 

I T-T 
(1 + n) r a 

T 



Equation (5.7) states that aggregate total 

income is the Slli~ of labour income plus total interest 

income. Note that the first component on the right 

hand side of equation (5.7) is different from that in 

equation (4.3). 

Aggregate saving is calculated by subtracting 

total consump·tion (4.1) from total income (5.7). 
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5.6 THE INTEREST ELASTICITY OF SAVING WHEN 

LABOUR SUPPLY IS ENDOGENOUS 

In earlier chapters, I discussed the interest 

elasticity of saving issue in the context of fixed 

labour income. Using this framework, I demonstrated that 

Summers' claim of high interest elasticity of saving is 

sensitive to alternative functional forms. 

In this section I will attempt to address the 

interest elasticity of saving issue at the macro level 

by restricting the form of the utility function to be a 

Cobb-Douglas but allowing the labour supply to be endo-

genous in the optimization problem. The simulated 

elasticities and aggregate saving rates corresponding 

to Experiments 1 to 4 were reported in Tables 5.1 to 5.4, 

and are now brought together for comparison in Table 5.9. 

TABLE 5.9 

INTEREST ELASTICITIES OF AGGREGATE SAVING AND SAVING RATES 

Interest 
r p Elasticity Saving Experiment 

1 

2 

3 

4 

NOTE: 

of Saving Rate 

0.035 0.030 0.27 0.06 

0.030 0.035 -0.21 0.01 

0.030 0.030 

0.040 0.030 

The computations assume a = 0.4; 
R = 40; g = 0.0014835; and n = 
rates are calculated relative to 

0.17 0.04 

O. 36 0.08 

9., 
a = 0.6; T = 50; 

0.015. The saving 
total income. 



The interest elasticities of s .aving are found 

to be positive and small for Experiments 1, 3 and 4. 

When the rate of time preference is assumed to be 

greater than the interest rate, as in Experiment 2, the 

elasticity becomes negative. 

When a Stone-Geary utility function is speci

fied, as in Experiments 7 and 8, the resulting 

interest elasticities are 0.27 and 0.34, respectively. 

These findings are not significantly different from 

those obtained using the Cobb-Douglas specification of 

Experiments 1 and 4. In both cases, the interest 

elasticity of saving is low. 

Summers reported an interest elasticity of 

3.36 for the Cobb-Douglas utility function with exo

genous labour supply. To examine the sensitivity of 

his result to the assumption underlying the labour 

supply and the functional form of the utility function, 

various experiments were conducted. 

First, following Summers, I assumed g = 0.02, 

r = 0.04, p = 0.03, and n = 0.015 for all subsequent 

experiments 4 Based on these assumptions, the values 

of a and aQ. that yield reasonable values for the 

labour supply are 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. with 

subsistence consumption and leisure set at zero, the 
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Cobb-Douglas utility function yields an interest 

elasticity of saving of 0.008. This is far lower 

than the interest elasticity of 3.36 reported by 

Summers for 'the Cobb-Douglas utility function with 

exogenous labour supply. Thus Summers' result is 

shown to be sensitive to the assumption underlying 

the labour supply. 
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The effect of an increase in the interest rate 

i s to reduce current consumption in favour of the future, 

regardless of whether labour supply is exogenous or 

endogenous. However, from equation (5.6), an increase 

i n the interest rate leads to an increase in the hours 

of work and as a result labour income and consumption of 

the individual increase. Because of these two competing 

effects the net effect on consumption in this case is 

not as large as in the case of exogenous labour supply. 

Second, a lower bound was imposed on leisure 

while setting subsistence consumption to zero. Three 

experiments were conducted with values of ~ = 0.33, 

~ = 0.66 and ~ = 0.90. The resulting elasticities 

remained unchanged at 0.008. One important thing to 

note is that, as the lower bound on leisure increases, 



the individual responds by lowering his consumption at 

every age in such a way as to leave his saving ratio 

unaffected. Because of the substitutability of consump

tion and leisure, the interest elasticity of aggre-

gate saving remains at . 008, regardless of the value 

of Q. 

Third, a lower bound was imposed on consump

tion while setting subsistence leisure to zero. I 

experimented with values of 0.33, 0.66 and 0.90 for 

the paramter ~ and the resulting elasticities are found 

to be -0.28, -1.17 and -6.77, respectively. These 

results indicate that the interest elasticity of 

saving is sensitive to the form of the utility -

function. 

In light of the above findings, Summers' 

claim ofa high interest ela'sticity of saving appears 

fragile. This result is consistent with the findings 

of chapter 4, where I suggested that it is not 

implausible for the interest elasticity of saving to 

be negative. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Chapter 5 

1. Blinder (1973) specified a cross-section wage 
function in which the dependent variable is the 
logarithm of wages and the explanatory variables 
are age and age squared. Attempts to derive the 
age-wage profile of the individual from Blinder's 
equation yield a wage path that peaks at an age 
later than what is generally considered to be the 
average, i.e., later than age 50. 

2. To obtain a value for subsistence consumption y, 
first I calculated total consumption by assuming 
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y = p = 0.035 and g = 0.00. This yields consumption 
levels that are constant over the entire life span 
of the individual. Next, I computed subsistence 
consumption by multiplying this value by a fraction ~ 

-3. The value of leisure L is set arbitrarily at 0.4. 

Subsistence leisure, y£ , is assumed to be a 
fraction Q 0 f 0.4, and computed accordingly • . 

4. A productivity growth of 0.02 per annum yields an 
individual wage function that monotonically 
increases with age. 
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APPENDIX 

to Chapter 5 

This appendix provides the derivation of the 

demand equation (5.3). 

The individual consumer maximizes (5.1) subject 

to (5.2). Construction of a Lagrangian from (5.1) and 

(5.2) and differentiation with respect to Ct and Lt yields 

the following first-order conditions: 

(AS. 1 ) 

(A5.2) 
~ * T-t 

AWt(l 
T-t 

(atiLt) (1 + p) = + r) 

T 
Ct(l + r)T-t + 

R T-t 
P I I WtLt (1 + r) = 0 T t=T t=T 

(A5.3) 

where 

P = a 
T T 

and A is the Lagrange multiplier. 

From (A5.1) the relationship between consumption 

i n period t and T is given by 

(AS. 4) C* = [(1 + ~ )/(l + r)]T-t c* 
t T 
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and the expression that relates leisure in different 

periods is given by 

(AS. S) 

Combination of consitions (AS.l) and (AS.2) 

y ields: 

,~AS. 6) 

* * ~ Since Ct = Ct + Yt and Lt = Lt + Ytf substitute 

* t hese expressions in (AS.3) and eliminate Lt using (AS.6 ) . 

Rearranging the resulting expression yields: 

(AS.7) S = P - E 
T T T 

where 

(AS.8) S 
T 

and 

E = 
T 



substituting (AS.4) in (AS.8) and solving for 

* C , we obtain 
L 

(AS. 9) 

where 

and 

Note that expression (AS.9) is identical to expression 

(AS.3). This completes the derivation of the demand 

* equation for C • 
L 

A similar approach yields expressions for the 

demand for leisure and the labour supply as given by 

equations (AS.4) and (AS.6). 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

This concluding chapter provides a brief 

summary of the findings of the study and indicates 

possible directions for further research. A major 

purpose of the thesis has been to assess the claim 

put forward by Summers that he had developed "a 

prima facie theoretical case for a high interest 

elasticity of savings II (1981a, p. 537). That claim 

had already been challenged by Evans: using the CES 

utility function employed by Summers, Evans demonstrated 

that the claim of high interest elasticity does not 

stand up to changes in the rate of time preference as 

well as to other changes in parameter values. 

To examine the sensitivity of Summers' findings 

I assumed alternative functional forms of the utility 

function while keeping other parameter assumptions 

identical to his. In particular, I assumed that indivi-

duals base their utility maximization behaviour on a 

QHCES function. This function is more general than the 

SHCES function employed by both Summers and Evans. In 

chapter 3, this utility function was specified in 
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equation (3.1). The obvious advantage of the function 

is that it takes into account the effect of subsistence 

consumption on consumer behaviour. The imposition of 

a lower bound on consumption introduces some degree of 

distributional rigidity into the life-cycle model when 

the labour supply of the individual is assumed to be 

perfectly inelastic. 
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Using the above approach, I demonstrated in 

chapter 4 that Summers' claim is far from robust. In 

fact, it is not implausible that the interest elasticity 

of saving would be negative. In the same chapter, I 

pointed out a number of errors in the saving elasticities 

and tne wealth income ratios in the work of hvans, which 

can have substantial policy implications. My corrections 

show that the interest elasticity of saving is likely to 

be less than what Evans or Summers suggested. 

It is important to point out that Summers' 

analysis of the issue is confined to comparing steady 

states. He entirely ignored the analysis of the transi-

tion path that leads from an initial steady state to a 

~ew one. Evans, however, pointed out that "for policy 

purposes, the transition may be of as much importance as 

the steady state analysis" (1983, p. 402). 

of the saving rates outside the steady state shows 



clearly the important role played by alternative 

functional forms in determining the behaviour of 

saving during the adjustment process. 

The above results are obtained on the 

assumption that individuals maximize utility of consump

tion of market goods given their incomes. It is 

natural to extend the model to allow for consumption

leisure choice in the life-cycle context. This approach 

relaxes the assumption of exogenous labour income 

adopted by bo~h Summers and Evans. On this basis, I 

addressed the interest elasticity of saving issue in 

chapter 5. The results indicate that the relaxation of 

the assumption leads to interest elasticities of saving 

that are substantially lower than those reported by 

Summers. In fact, my findings suggest that elasticities 

with negative values should not be ruled out. 

The interest elasticity of saving is found to 

be sensitive to the functional form of the utility 

function when labour income is considered to be 

exogenous, as well as when this assumption is relaxed 

to allow for consumption-leisure choice with either 

a Stone-Geary or a Cobb-Douglas utility function. 
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The models developed in this study are based 

on the assumption that individuals leave zero bequests 

and receive no inheritances or gifts. Furthermore, the 

capital market is assumed to be perfect, and there are 

no expectational lags or uncertainties. What would 

128 

happen to the interest elasticity of saving if these 

assumptions were relaxed is left for future investigation? 

My analysis of the interest elasticity of 

saving lS based on a partial equilibrium framework and 

the interest rate is assumed to be exogenous. An obvious 

extension of the present study would incorporate a 

general equilibrium analysis in which the interest rate 

was allowed to change. Savings would then be affected, 

and hence the capital stock, and this in turn would have 

a feed-back effect on the interest rate. Using such an 

approach it would be possible to address various issues 

in addition to those with which this thesis has been 

concerned. 
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